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  Seventh Session, Commencing at 11.30 am  

   WORLD  SILVER  &  BRONZE  COINS 

   1832 
  Argentina,   two centavos, 1854 (KM.24)(2); Paraguay, fi ve 
centavos, 1903 (KM.6); twenty centavos, 1903 (KM.8)(2), 
1908 (KM.11); fi ve pesos, 1939 (KM.18).   Very fi ne - nearly 
uncirculated.  (7)   

 $130 

   1833 
  Argentina,   silver fi fty centavos, 1883 (KM.28); Bolivia, 
Republic, silver twenty centavos, 1875 FE (KM.159.1); 
Chile, Republic, silver peso, 1915 (KM.152.4); Portugal, 
Republic, silver fi fty centavos, 1914 (KM.561); silver escudo 
1915 (KM.564).   Very fi ne - nearly uncirculated.  (5)   

 $150 

     

part

 1834* 
  Argentina,   peso, 1882 (KM.29); Philippines, eight reales, 
countermark crowned Y.11 on host coin Peru eight reales 
1834 Lima (KM.138.1); Portugal, one thousand reis, 1899 
(KM.540).   First coin fi ne/very fi ne, second coin nearly fi ne 
with countermark good very fi ne, last coin fi ne.  (3)   

 $220 

   1835 
  Argentina,   Buenos Aires, fi ve-tenths real, 1830 (KM.3) 
struck off centre and some verdigris; Belgium, fi ve centimes, 
1863 (KM.21); British Honduras, fi fty cents, 1901 (KM.10); 
Ceylon, ten cents, 1917, twenty fi ve cents, 1911 (KM.104, 
105); Fiji, shilling, 1936, fl orin, 1942S (KM.4, 13a); France, 
fi fty centimes, 1867BB (KM.814.2); Germany, Empire, half 
mark, 1908J, mark, 1908G, Third Reich, fi ve reichsmark, 
1935G (KM.17, 14, 86); Great Britain, sixpence, 1826, 
shilling, 1816, halfcrown, 1939 (KM.698, 666, 856); Greece, 
half drachma, 1833 (KM.19); Netherlands, gulden, 1928, 
1929 (KM.161.1); Russia, twenty kopeks, 1916BC (KM.
Y.22a.2); Switzerland, fi ve francs, 1979 (KM.40a.1).   The 
fourth coin and last coin uncirculated, the Greek coin is very 
fi ne/good, the rest fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (19)  

 $120 

      

 1836* 
  Armenia,   Levon I (1199-1226). silver double tram (Nercessian 
270, Bedoukian 30).   Lightly toned nearly exteremely fi ne.    

 $450 

    

 

  1837* 
  Austria,   Ferdinand III (1637-1657), 1649, silver three 
kreuzer (KM.1116); Maria Theresa (1740-1780), Galicia 
and Lodomeria (Poland), silver thirty kreuzer, 1777 IC FA, 
(KM.C3 [p.1106 VF $180] rare).   Very fi ne - nearly extremely 
fi ne.  (2)   

 $150 

   1838 
  Austria,   pfennig, 1759, 1765 (KM.1979); quarter kreuzer, 
1816B (KM.2107); half kreuzer, (undated) 1760, another 
(undated) c1760, 1764 (2), 1774S, 1781B, 1782A, 1800B, 
1812A, 1812S, 1816A, 1816B, 1851B (2) (KM.1985, 2006, 
2052, 2053, 2108, 2109, 2110, 2181); kreuzer, 1761K, 
1762G, 1762K (2), 1762W (2), 1763S, 1774, 1774S, 1775S, 
1780H, 1780K (2), 1781A, 1790S (2), 1800A, 1800S, 1851G 
(2) (KM.1993, 2007, 2054, 1995, 2056, 2111, 2189, 2185); 
kreuzer, Franz II, 1792-1835, obverse brockage, c1800 
(KM.2111).   In 2x2 holders, identifi ed, graded and priced, 
a few with mint red, fi ne - nearly uncirculated.  (38)   

 $300 

   1839 
  Austria,   quarter kreuzer, 1800A (KM.2105), 1812B 
(KM.2106); kreuzer, obverse brockage, undated (KM.2111).   
First two coins with some mint red, extremely fi ne - nearly 
uncirculated, the last unusual and scarce, fi ne.  (3)  

 $100 
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   1840 
  Austria,   quarter kreuzer, 1816B (KM.2107); fi ve-tenths 
kreuzer, 1891 (2) (KM.2184); kreuzer, 1800A, 1816A 
(2), 1881, 1891 (KM.2111, 2113, 2186, 2187); two 
kreuzer, 1851A (KM.2189); three kreuzer, 1800C, 1812S 
(KM.2115.3, 2116); four kreuzer, 1860A (KM.2194); six 
kreuzer, 1800C, 1800S (2), 1849A (KM.2128, 2200); ten 
kreuzer, 1869 (surface fl aw), 1872 (3) (KM.2206); fi fteen 
kreuzer, 1807A (counterstamped), 1807S (KM.2138); 
twenty kreuzer, 1782B, 1868 (2) (KM.2068.2, 2212); 
thirty kreuzer, 1807B (KM.2149); hundred kronen, 1923 
(KM.2832); hundred schilling, 1977 (KM.2936); Austrian 
Netherlands, liard, 1778 (2), ten liards, 1751 (KM.28, 12); 
Bohemia, groeschl, 1760 (KM.791).   Good - good extremely 
fi ne.  (32)   

 $110 

   1841 
  Austria,   fi ve-tenths kreuzer, 1877 (KM.2183); British West 
Africa, penny, 1936 (KM.16); Canada, cent, 1917, fi ve 
cents, 1945 (KM.21, 40a); India (British), half rupee, 1840 
(KM.456.1); Norway, fi ve ore, 1911 (KM.368); Straits 
Settlements, one cent, 1875W (KM.9); U.S.A., half dollar, 
1955 (KM.199), Morgan dollar, 1921, Peace dollar, 1925 
(KM.110, 150).   The last three coins extremely fi ne - nearly 
uncirculated, the rest fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (10)  

 $90 

   1842 
  Austria,   three kreuzer, 1851G (KM.2193).   A few surface 
spots but almost full mint red, nearly uncirculated.    

 $100 

     

 1843* 
  Austria,   Franz Joseph I, silver medallic thaler, 1879, silver 
wedding commemorative (KM.-, Bruce X M5).   Toned, 
uncirculated.    

 $150 

   1844 
  Austria,   Franz Joseph I, silver medallic thaler, 1879, silver 
wedding commemorative (KM.-, Bruce X M5).   Toned, 
extremely fi ne.   

 $100 

    

 1845* 
  Austria,   Salzburg, Guidobald of Thun and Hohenstein, 
(1654-1668), silver klippe quarter thaler, 1658, obv. 
GVIDOBALDVS. D: G:,... coats of arms under Legatenhut. 
rev. SANCTVS RVDBERTVS EPS...., throne of St. Rupert. 
(KM.161).   Attractive gold and grey tone, very fi ne or better, 
very scarce.   

 $300 

     

 1846* 
  Austria,   Salzburg, Johann Ernst (1687-1709), silver thaler 
1700, obv. Madonna and child, rev. Saint Rupert, (KM.254, 
D.3510).   Nearly extremely fi ne and scarce.    

 $250 

     

 1847* 
  Austria,   Salzburg, Hieronymus (1772-1803), silver thaler, 
1777 (D.1263, KM.435).   Grey tone, good very fi ne or 
better.   

 $150 
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part

 1848* 
  Austria,   Republic, two schilling, 1928, 1929, 1930, 1931, 
1932, undated (1933), 1934, 1935, 1936, 1937 (KM.2843, 
2844, 2845, 2847, 2848, 2849, 2852, 2853, 2858, 2859).   
The scarce 1932 coin is good very fi ne, the rest very fi ne 
- uncirculated.  (10)  

 $300 

   1849 
  Austria,   Republic, complete collection of commemorative 
two schilling coins 1928-1937, includes 1932 Haydn 
(KM.2843-5, 2847-9, 2852, 2855, 2858-9).   Extremely fi ne 
or better.  (10)  

 $200 

   1850 
  Austria,   Republic, commemorative twenty fi ve schilling, 
1955-1973 plus an extra 1964 (KM.2880, 2881, 2883, 
2884, 2887, 2890-2893, 2895.1 (2), 2897, 2898, 2901, 
2903, 2905, 2907, 2910, 2912, 2915).   Stored in a Whitman 
see-both-sides album, mostly uncirculated.  (20)  

 $140 

   1851 
  Austrian Netherlands,   Franz II (1792-1835), silver 
kronethaler 1794B (KM.62.2).   Very fi ne.   

 $80 

   1852 
  Azores,   twenty reis, 1795 (KM.3), overstruck on Portugal 
1792 ten reis (KM.306); Belgium, five centimes, 1847 
(KM.5.1), ten centimes, 1901 (KM.48); Estonia, silver two 
krooni, 1930 (KM.20)(2).   Very good - extremely fi ne.  (5)    

 $80 

   1853 
  Belgium,   Leopold II, silver five francs, 1871 (KM.24).   
Hairline brushmarks, good extremely fi ne.    

 $100 

   1854 
  Belgium,   large quantity of coins, one centime - two francs, 
1860s-1940s, several in almost uncirculated condition, 
includes, fi ve centimes, 1932 (KM.93), ten centimes, 1939 
(KM.112), twenty fi ve centimes, 1929, 1939 (KM.68.1, 
114.1), fi fty cents, 1912 (KM.70), one franc, 1912 (KM.72), 
two francs, 1944 (KM.133); Ghent, occupation token, one 
franken, 1915 (KM.Tn2).   Apart from the last item the 
listed coins are uncirculated, the rest are fi ne - uncirculated.  
(447)  

 $150 

   1855 
  Belgium,   ten francs (6) to minors all from 1950s - 1970s, 
together with 1971 Flemish mint set in packet.   Good 
extremely fi ne - uncirculated.  (52)   

 $100 

   1856 
  Bermuda,   proof crown, 1964 (KM.14); Cyprus, proof set, 
1963 (KM.P512); France, Fleur de Coin specimen set, 1965 
(KM.SS2); Ghana, proof ten shillings, 1958 (KM.7); Southern 
Rhodesia, proof crown, 1953 (KM.27); Zambia, proof set, 
1964 (KM.PS1).   All sets in cases of issue, FDC.  (6)  

 $120 

     

 1857* 
  Bohemia,   Oldrich (1012-1034), silver denar, Prague Mint 
(C.293, D.220, Lanz 66).   Good very fi ne/extremely fi ne.   

 $300 

 Ex Gordon Singer with his ticket.  

   1858 
  Bolivia,   Philip III, (1598-1615), cob eight reales, Potosi mint, 
assayer R, (Calico 145, Cayon 4846); also a jewellery piece 
being a symmetrical copy of a cob eight reales, 1570, holed 
for wearing.   Fine.  (2)   

 $100 

   1859 
  Bolivia,   Charles III, (1759-1788), silver cob two reales 1762, 
Potosi mint, Assayer Y, (KM.43).   Fine.   

 $80 

     

part

 1860* 
  Bolivia,   eight reales, 1791PR (KM.73); four soles, 1854MF 
(KM.123); eight soles, 1838LM, 1862FP (KM.97, 138.6).   
The fi rst very good, the second and third are fi ne, the last is 
nearly very fi ne.  (4)  

 $150 

   1861 
  Brazil,   Empire, silver 960 reis, 1812B (Bahia mint), 
(KM.307.1) overstruck on Spanish America eight reales; 
Chile, Republic, silver peso, 1874 (KM.142.1); Peru, 
Republic, silver sol, 1915 FG (KM.196.26).   Nearly extremely 
fi ne; extremely fi ne; nearly uncirculated.  (3)  

 $120 

   1862 
  British Virgin Islands,   proof set (KM.PS1); Canada, proof 
dollar, 1986 (KM.149); Cook Islands, proof twenty fi ve 
dollars, 1977 (KM.18) in First Day Cover folder, proof set, 
1981 (KM.PS13); Great Britain, proof twenty fi ve new pence, 
1981 (KM.925a), proof set, 1970 (2), 1984 (KM.PS26, 
45); Hungary, proof two hundred forint, 1980, proof fi ve 
hundred forint, 1980 (KM.618, 619); U.S.A., proof dollar, 
1974S (KM.203a).   FDC.  (11)  

 $120 
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   1863 
  British West Africa,   one tenth penny, 1923KN (KM.7), 
1936 (KM.14); penny, 1929 (KM.9); 1936H (KM.16); 
Guernsey, double, 1830 (KM.1); two doubles, 1929H 
(KM.12); Australia, George V, shilling, 1921 Star (2).   Very 
good - uncirculated.  (8)  

 $120 

   1864 
  British West Indies,   anchor money, quarter dollar 1822, 
(KM.3).   Toned, very fi ne.    

 $50 

   1865 
  Burma,   standard weight of the Burmese kings, the sacred 
"Hantha bird" weight issued 1853-1878, weight 160 grams 
corresponding to ten Kyats. another "Ziwazo bird" weight 
issued 1846-1852, these are different varieties, (Robinson 
and Shaw, The Coins and Banknotes of Burma, Chapter 5, 
pp.31-4 [fi gure 11 and 13 p.32], cf.M.2831-5).   Very fi ne.  
(2)  

 $50 

 Ex Tom Hanley Collection. 

   1866 
  Burma (Myanmar),   mu, mat, fi ve mu and kyat, all dated 
CS1214 (1852) (KM.7.1, 8.1, 9, 10).   Good very fi ne - 
extremely fi ne.  (4)   

 $400 

   1867 
  Canada,   proof silver fi ve cents, 2000-2002 (KM.400, 413, 
453); proof silver and gold plated fi fty cents, 2002-2004 
(KM.(-) Golden Tulip, KM.475, KM (-) Easter Lily); proof 
silver with hologram fi fty cents, 2004, 2005 (2) (KM. (-) 
Tiger Swallowtail, (KM.537, 599); proof silver and gold 
plated two dollars, 1999, 2000 (KM.357a, 399a); mint 
stamp and two dollar coin commemorative set, 1999, 
2000 (KM.357, 399); mint stamp and one dollar coin 
commemorative set, 2000 Loon (KM.186).   In cases of issue 
with certifi cates, FDC.  (14)  

 $100 

   1868 
  Canada,   proof silver twenty-five cents, set of twelve  
commemoratives, 1999, 2000 (KM.342a-353a, 373a-383a, 
384.2a).   In ornate,oval cases of issue with certifi cates, FDC.  
(2 sets)  

 $100 

   1869 
  Canada,   proof silver fi fty cents, set of twelve, undated 1998-
2000, Sports Series (KM.314, 315, 327, 328, 333, 334, 371, 
372, 385, 386, 393, 394).   Each coin in a decorated metal 
box, all in a fi tted and decorated display case, FDC.  (12)   

 $100 

   1870 
  Canada,   proof silver fi fty cents, set of three, 2002, Folklore 
and Legends, in fi tted story pages and binder (KM.PS53); 
proof silver fi fty cents, set of four, 1999 Cats of Canada 
(KM.PS.45), 2000 Birds of Prey (KM.PS.49); proof silver 
fi fty cents, Festivals of Canada Series, 2001 (4 coins), 2002 
(5 coins), (2003 missing) in boxed presentation binder 
(KM.420-423, 454-458).   In cases of issue with certifi cates, 
FDC.  (20 coins in 4 folders/boxes)  

 $100 

   1871 
  Canada,   proof silver dollars, 1999 (2), 2000-2004, 2006 
(KM.355, 356, 401, 414, 443, 450, 512, 656); mint dollar, 
2004 (KM.512).   In case of issue with certifi cates, FDC.  (9)   

 $100 

   1872 
  Canada,   proof silver fi ve dollars, 2004, Majestic Moose 
(KM.514); Cook Islands, Perth Mint, proof silver one dollar, 
2004, Australia's First Steam Train; Macau, proof silver 
one hundred patacas with gold plated inset cameo, 1999 
(KM.96).   In cases of issue, the fi rst in a timber case with a 
pair of Majestic Moose fi ve dollar stamps, FDC.  (3)  

 $120 

   1873 
  Canda,   proof silver eight dollars, two coin set, 2005, Chinese 
Railway Workers (KM.597, 598); proof silver fi ve ounce 
fi fty dollars, 2006, The Four Seasons (Winter) (KM.675); 
specimen silver square three dollars, 2006, Beaver (KM.657); 
proof fi ne silver coin set of four, 2005, Canadian Lynx. In 
cases of issue, the last set certifi cate no.   11111, FDC.  (2 sets 
& 2 singles)   

 $150 

   1874 
  Canada,   Lunar Series, proof silver and gold plated fi fteen 
dollars, 1998-2004, tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, sheep, 
monkey (KM.304, 331, 387, 415, 463, 481, 610).   In cases 
of issue with certifi cates, FDC.  (7)   

 $350 

   1875 
  Canada,   proof silver one ounce twenty dollars with twenty-
four carat gold inset cameo, ten coin set, 1995-1999, Aviation 
Series (KM.271, 272, 276, 277, 297, 298, 329, 330, 339, 
340).   In ornate, metal case of issue with certifi cates for each 
coin, FDC.  (10)  

 $150 

   1876 
  Canada,   Transport Series, set of twelve proof silver one ounce 
twenty dollars, 2000-2003 (KM.395-7, 411, 427, 428, 464, 
465, 483-5, 561). In individual ornate black cases of issue 
with certifi cates, three with matching certifi cate no.  2299, 
FDC.  (12)   

 $300 

   1877 
  Canada,   proof silver twenty dollars, 2003 (2), 2004 (4), 2005 
(4) (KM.482, 523, 611, [no KM. Aurora Borealis, Hopwell 
Rocks, Sambro Light House], 561, 563, 564 [no KM. 
Diamonds]).   In cases of issue with certifi cates, FDC.  (10)   

 $300 

   1878 
  Canada,   fi ne silver ten ounce fi fty dollars, 1998, Maple Leaf 
(KM.326). In case of issue with sterling silver ingot certifi cate 
no.  17774, uncirculated.    

 $140 

   1879 
  Canada,   pure silver Maple Leaf hologram set of fi ve, 2003; 
pure silver Maple Leaf set of four, 2004; proof fi ne silver set 
of four, 2004, Arctic Fox.   In cases of issue with certifi cates, 
the fi rst set in a timber case of issue, FDC.  (3)  

 $120 
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   1880 
  Canada,   proof sets, 1999-2005; Special Edition Coronation 
set, 1953-2003; proof sterling silver fi fty cents, four coin set, 
2004, six coin set, 2005; proof dollars, 1977, 1978 (KM.118, 
121); mint twenty fi ve cents, 2001 (KM.419); proof silver ten 
cents, 2001 (KM.412a); mint roll, twenty fi ve cents, 2004 
Red Poppy (KM.510).   In cases of issue, FDC.  (15)   

 $220 

   1881 
  Canada,   twenty-fi ve cents, 1965 (KM.62), one dollar, 1965, 
1966 (KM.64.1); Great Britain, penny, 1949 (KM.86.9); 
Panama, one-temth balboa, 1962 (KM.10.2); Philippines, 
fi fty centavos and one peso, 1947 MacArthur (KM.184, 
185); U.S.A., Olympic two-coin set, 1992, half dollars, 
1964, 1965, commemorative quarter dollars, 1999-2008 
(14 different), cased Wild West collection of fi ve x Indian 
Head cents, Inauguration Medals in bronze (33mm) (4, 
Truman, Roosevelt, Eisenhower, Nixon), White House 
Airlift Operations commemorative, cased, Nolan Ryan 
baseball card no.253, Washington Metropolitan Area 
Transit Authority, farecard celebrating inauguration of 44th 
President, Jack's Back 1960 pin for election - year exhibition 
campaign.   Very fi ne - uncirculated.  (34)  

 $90 

   1882 
  Canada,   joint country issued coins, Viking, Canada fi ve 
dollars, 2001 / Norway twenty kroner, 2001, both coins 
struck on Norwegian blanks; Marconi, Canada proof silver 
fi ve dollars, 2001 / Great Britain proof silver two pounds, 
2001; 60th Anniversary of Arrival of Dr Norman Bethune in 
China, Canada proof silver fi ve dollars, 1998 / China proof 
silver ten yuan, 1998.   In cases of issue, the last in timber 
case and decorative Chinese patterned, satin covered box, 
FDC.  (3)  

 $80 

   1883* 
  China,   Chou Dynasty (1122-255 B.C.), pointed tip knife 
money, issued 600-400 B.C. obv. type Bi, length 150mm, 
(Hartill 4.19, DCD 428, Coole Vol.4 5564, cf.TFP 337).   
Dark green patina, extremely fi ne.   

 $350 

 Ex Eric Wodak Collection, acquired 1970.  This and the next example 
represent two of the finest examples of their type from this famous 
collection 

   1884* 
  China,   Chou Dynasty (1122-255 B.C.), Ming knife money 
with straight tip, issued 400-220 B.C. obv. type Ming, rev.
Hsing, length 140mm, (Hartill 4.43.1.ab, cf.DCD 577, 
Coole Vol.6 7970, cf.TFP 304, cf.Schjoth 52-61).   Dark green 
patina, extremely fi ne.   

 $250 
 Ex Eric Wodak Collection, acquired 1970.  

   1885 
  China,   cash including a few multiple cash with issues from 
the Hsi Han Dynasty to the Qing Dynasty, a few copper 
machine issues, copies of spade and key coins, noted ghost 
ant money, cowrie etc, a diverse group spanning over 20 
centuries but strong in Northern Sung Dynasty, also includes 
a few Japanese copper mon.   Mostly very good - fi ne, many 
with original hoard patination.  (54)  

 $100 

   1886 
  China,   Qing (Ch'ing) Dynasty (1644-1911), Emperor Wen 
Zong (1851-1861), 55 mm (2), 47-8 mm, fi fty cash coin, 
Board of Revenue mint, (Harwill 22.702 [R11], 22.705 
{R12], Sch. -, TFP 2427); ten cash similar Board of Revenue 
mint (Hartill 22.696, TFP 2420); other cash Qing Dynasty 
various rulers 19th century (10); Republic, Yuan Shih Kai, 
year 10 (KM.329.6); Japan, one hundred mon, (Tempo 
Tsuho), issued 1835-1870 (KM.C.7.1).   Fine - very fi ne.  
(19)  

 $100 

   1887 
  China,   Empire, Chihli Province, dollar, 1899, 1908 (KM.
Y.73, Y.73.3); Hupeh Province, dollar, undated (1895-1907) 
(KM.Y.127.1) (2); Szechuan Province, dollar, undated (1909-
1911) inverted A in Province, 1912 (2) (KM.Y.243.1, Y.456); 
Yunnan - Burma, WWII emergency coinage, tael, undated 
(1943) (Khan 939).   The fi rst coin has a few small edge bumps 
and the fi rst, third and fourth coins have chopmarks, overall 
fi ne - good very fi ne.  (8)   

 $350 

     

 1888* 
  China,   Empire, Hupeh province, silver dollar (1895-7) (KM.
Y127.1).   Nearly uncirculated.    

 $400 
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   1889 
  China,   Empire (3) and Republic (6) silver dollars, 
British Trade dollars (4), Straits Settlements 1904.   Fine - 
uncirculated.  (14)   

 $240 

     

 1890* 
  China,   Empire, general issue silver dollar (1908) central mint 
at Tientsin (KM.Y14).   Choice uncirculated.    

 $900 

     

 1891* 
  China,   Republic, general issue, silver dollar (1914) Yuan 
Shih-Kai (KM.Y322; Kann 642).   Choice uncirculated.    

 $1,800 

   1892 
  China,   Republic, silver dollar, Sun Yat Sen, Memento issue 
(1927), (KM.Y318a.1).   Uncirculated.    

 $70 

     

 1893* 
  China,   Republic, silver pattern dollar, made in England, Sun 
Yat Sen, year 18 (1929) (Kann 615, KM.Pn99).   Brilliant, 
nearly FDC and rare.   

 $3,500 

 Made at the Royal Mint at the request of the Chinese Legation in London. 
See detailed statement in Kann p.197.   

     

 1894* 
  Comoros,   Grande Comore Sultanate, silver crown size, fi ve 
francs, AH 1308A (1890-1), (KM.3).   Light golden tone, 
nearly extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $1,200 

 Issue of only 2050 coins. 

   1895 
  Cook Islands,   Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, silver antiqued fi nish 
two ounces fi ve dollars set of fi ve, 1999, Ships That Made 
Australia (KM.444-448).   In prestigious timber case, FDC.   

 $150 

   1896 
  Cook Islands,   Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof silver and 
colour one ounce one dollar, fi ve coin set, 2004, Great Train 
Journeys of the World. In presentation case with certifi cate 
no.  377 of only 1,500 sets minted, FDC.    

 $120 

    

 1897* 
  Cook Islands,   Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof silver ten 
ounces ten dollars, 2002 (KM.-) Battle of the Coral Sea. In 
case of issue with certifi cate no.  850, FDC.   

 $150 

   1898 
  Cook Islands,   proof silver two dollars, 1973 (KM.8); Order 
of Malta, proof set in .986 silver, one scudi and two scudi, 
1967 (Bruce XPS12); Samoa (Western), proof set in silver, 
1974 (KM.PS2); U.S.A., bicentennial, 1976, medallic fi rst 
day cover with silver medal; Great Britain, fi fty pence, 1973 
and Royal Wedding crown 1981; The Royal Wedding Coin 
Collection, framed set of fourteen commonwealth British 
Commonwealth crowns. The U.S.A.   cover has some foxing 
otherwise uncirculated - FDC.  (7)  

 $100 
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 1899* 
  Crusader coinage,   Tripoli, Bohemond VII (1275-1289) silver 
half gross (Metcalf 500-503).   Lightly toned extremely fi ne 
- nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $400 

 Ex Spink London with their ticket.  

   1900 
  Cyprus,   Queen Victoria, silver nine piastres, 1901 (KM.6); 
Italy, Vittorio Emanuele II, silver fi fty centisimi, 1863M BN 
(KM.14.1); Netherlands, Wilhelmina I, silver gulden, 1913 
(KM.148).   Good very fi ne.  (3)   

 $100 

   1901 
  Egypt,   ten para, 1869 (KM.241); one-fortieth qirsh, 
1910H (KM.300); one-tenth qirsh, 1896, 1903 (2), 1910H 
(KM.289, 305, 302); two-tenth qirsh, 1901 (KM.290); 
fi ve-tenth qirsh, 1887, 1911 (KM.291, 304); two qirsh, 
1901, 1904 (KM.293); fi ve qirsh, 1907H (KM.294); two 
milliemes, 1916H (uncirculated), 1924 (KM.314, 332); 
copper copy of a silver fi ve piastres, 1917 (KM.318.1).   Good 
- uncirculated.  (20)  

 $100 

     

part

 1902* 
  Ethiopia,   birr, EE1889 (KM.5) lion's left leg raised; Germany/
Prussia, thaler, 1861A (KM.488); Italy/Sardinia, fi ve lire, 
1847P (KM.C.113.3); Switzerland, five francs, 1923B 
(KM.37).   The second coin is good very fi ne, the third coin 
nearly very fi ne, the rest very good - fi ne.  (4)   

 $200 

     

 1903* 
  France,   Carolingian coinage, Odo (King of the West Franks), 
(888-897), silver denier of Limoges (Meci.923, MG. 1132) 
"Gratia Di Re Limovicas civis".   Lightly toned extremely 
fi ne.   

 $500 

 Ex Spink London with their ticket.  

     

 1904* 
  France,   Louis VIII - Louis IX, (1223-1226, 1226-1245/50), 
silver denier Tournois, issued from 1223, obv. cross legend 
around, + LVDOVICVS REX, rev. Chatel Tournois, around 
TVRONVS CIVI, (C.170, L.196, Dup.188, Roberts 2407).   
Fine - very fi ne.   

 $100 

     

 1905* 
  France,   Louis IX, (1226-1270), silver gros tournois (Dy.190).   
Well rounded, nicely toned nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $500 

 Ex Gordon Singer with his ticket.  

     

 1906* 
  France,   Philip III, (1270-1285), silver denier Tournois, issued 
from 1270-1280, obv. cross legend around, + PHILIPPVS 
REX, rev. Chatel Tournois, around TVRONVS CIVIS, 
(C.167, L.207, Dup.204, Roberts 2415).   Nearly very fi ne.   

 $100 

     

 1907* 
  France,   Philip IV, (1285-1314), silver obols, issued from 
1311, obv. cross legend around, + PHILIPPVS REX, rev. 
Lis over NOV/VS, around BVRGENSIS, (C.235, L.238, 
Dup.233, Roberts 2641).   Fine - very fi ne.  (4)  

 $150 

     

 1908* 
  France,   Philip IV, (1285-1314), silver denier Tournois, issued 
from 1307-1310, obv. cross legend around, + PHILIPPVS 
REX, rev. Chatel Tournois, around TVRONVS CIVIS, star 
stops, (C.248, L.-, Dup.223A, Roberts 2417).   Very fi ne.   

 $150 
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 1909* 
  France,   Philip IV, (1285-1314), silver denier Tournois, issued 
from 1307-1310, obv. cross legend around, + PHILIPPVS 
REX, rev. Chatel Tournois, around TVRONVS CIVIS, star 
stops, (C.248, L.-, Dup.223A, Roberts 2417).   Very fi ne.   

 $120 

     

 1910* 
  France,   Phillip IV, (1285-1314) silver maille tierce a l'o rond 
(third gross) September 1306 (Duplessy 219).   Nicely toned 
very fi ne - extremely fi ne.   

 $300 
 Ex Gordon Singer with his ticket.  

     

 1911* 
  France,   Charles VI, (1380-1422), silver fl orette, 2nd issue, 
Saint Pourcain (Dup. 387a).   Good very fi ne.   

 $250 
 Ex Spink London with their ticket. 

     

 1912* 
  France,   Bearn, (Aquitaine), Vicounts of Bearn, Centulle III-V 
of posthumous rulers (from 1012 to 15th century, an issue 
to uncertain ruler but of late style), silver denier, obv. legend 
around cross, + CENTVLLO COM, pellets in two angles, 
rev. P A X in centre, around ONOR FORCAS, (P.d'A Pl.69, 
8, Boudeau 525, Roberts 4181).   Very fi ne.   

 $120 

     

 1913* 
  France,   Bearn (Aquitane), Viscounts of Bearn, Centulle III-V 
of postumous rulers (from 1012 to 15th century, an issue to 
uncertain ruler but of late style), silver denier, obverse legend 
around cross, + CENVLLO COM pellets in two angles, rev. 
P A X in centre, around ONOR FORCAS,  (P.d'A Pl.69, 8, 
Bourdeau 522, Roberts 4181).   Very fi ne.   

 $120 
 Ex Marcus Phillips with his ticket. 

     

part

 1914* 
  France,   Chateau-Renaud, Francis de Bourbon, (1603-1614), 
double tournois (Eklund 20); First Kingdom, four sols, 1675A 
(KM.232.1); four sols two deniers, 1692K (KM.281.7); ten 
sols, 1704BB (KM.348.2); thirty sols, 1792M (Gadoury 39).   
Very good - fi ne.  (5)  

 $100 

     

 1915* 
  France,   Southern France, Maguelonne, (Lanquedoc), Counts 
and Bishops of Meigueil, (11th-13th century), silver denier, 
issued from 1080-1120, obv. legend around crude cross, + 
RAMVNDS. rev. four annulets angles, around NAIDONA, 
(P. d'A Pl.85, 17, Boudeau 753, Roberts 4336).   Nearly very 
fi ne.   

 $120 

     

 1916* 
  France,   Metz, Bishop Bertram (1179-1212) silver denier of 
Metz (Roberts 544).   Flat strike otherwise extremely fi ne.    

 $100 

     

 1917* 
  France,   Metz, Gros D'Argent (14th-15th century) patron 
St. Stephen kneels under hand imparting blessing from 
cloud,two shields fl aking, reverse long cross, 5 pointed stars 
in the angles, concentric two line legend. (Boudeau 1659).   
Very fi ne.   

 $250 
 Ex Gordon Singer with his ticket.  

     

 1918* 
  France,   Valence, Feudal issue of Bishops of Valence, 12-13th 
century, silver deniers, obv. +S APOLLINARS, cross pomme 
with annulet in fourth quarter, rev. +VRBS VALENTIA, 
winged angel or eagle facing (P d'A 4690, [Pl.CII, 19], 
Roberts 4782, Metcalf 19-40, [Pl. 2]).   Nearly very fi ne.    

 $80 
 This coin is one of the two preferred types to circulate in the Crusader States 
in the twelfth century.  
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   1919 
  France,   various issues, Charles VII (1422-1461), denier 
tournois, obv. two lis in frame, rev. cross in quatrilobe, 
intitial mark star, issue for 1456 (Dup.531D); Charles VIII 
(1483-1498), billon liard, issue of 1488, obv. dolphin, lis 
before DALPHS..., rev. cross (Dup.601); Louis XII (1498-
1514), grand blanc a la couronne ou douzain, issue of 1498, 
obv. three lis in shield, crowns at side, rev. cross, (Dup.664); 
Louis XIII (1610-1643), billon douzain, obv. shield with 
three lis, rev. cross, crown in angles (Dup.1341); The Low 
Countries, Albert and Isabella of Spain (1598-1621), silver 
three patards, 1620, obv. cross, lion in centre, rev. crowned 
arms of Spain, (VG & H. 315).   Fair - fi ne.  (5)  

 $150 

     

 1920* 
  France,   Francis I, (1515-1547), silver teston, Lyon mint 
(D.810).   Excellent portrait, nicely toned, nearly extremely 
fi ne.   

 $1,500 
 Ex Gordon Singer with his ticket.  

     

 1921* 
  France,   Henri II, (1547-1559) silver Douzain a la Croisette, 
1551 crowned shield and two small crowns above cresents 
"T"= Nantes mint, reverse cross with two crowns and two 
"H"s in angles. (Duplessy 997).   Very fi ne.   

 $100 
 Ex Marcus Phillips with his tickets. 

     

 1922* 
  France,   Henri III, (1589-1596), silver half franc, 1590, 
mintmark M, Toulouse (Duplessy 1160).   A few small cuts 
on face, good very fi ne.    

 $150 

   1923 
  France,   jeton of Henry IV, dated 1608 in brass 28mm., obv. 
arms of France and Navarre, rev. bust of king, (F.11919, 
Mitchiner 3084-1608 [p.1026]); one centime 1849A, 
1862BB, 1897A, fi fty centimes 1895A.   First piece fi ne, others 
extremely fi ne - uncirculated.  (5)  

 $90 

   1924 
  France,   Louis XIV, silver ten sols or eighth ecu, 1705 mm 
AA (Metz mint) (KM.348.1); others as jetons of Louis XIV, 
brass AE 27, dated 1666, rev. sun and zodiac (Mitchiner 
p.1076 3256 [1666], F.2977); brass AE 24 nd (1699) rev. tree 
(Mercure 1952, Mitchiner p.988); another brass AE 25 nd 
(1701) rev. beehive (Mercure 1965, Mitchiner p.988); others 
(1); Louis XV, brass AE 25, 1722, rev. kings consecration 
at Rheims (Mitchiner 3580 [p.1172], F.7902); Switzerland, 
Zurich, silvered AE 23 shooting festival medalet, 1851.   Very 
good - extremely fi ne.  (7)   

 $100 

    

 

 1925* 
  France,   Louis XV, (1715-1774), silver ecu, 1786L, Bayonne 
mint, obv. head of Louis XV to left, rev. crowned arms, 
(KM.564.9, D.1333).   Toned, good very fi ne and rare in 
this condition.   

 $150 

     

part

 1926* 
  France,   First Republic, fi ve francs, L'AN 5K (1797), antique 
lamp privy, L'AN 8A (1800), cock privy (Le Franc F.288).   
Both coins with edge nicks and weakly struck obverses, 
overall very good - fi ne.  (2)  

 $150 

   1927 
  France,   Second Republic, silver fi fty centimes, 1850A Paris 
mint (KM.769.1); Napoleon III, silver franc, 1855A Paris 
mint (KM.779.1); Modern Republics, silver two francs, 
1871K (KM.816.2).   Extremely fi ne; extremely fi ne; very 
fi ne, the last two scarce.  (3)  

 $250 
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 1928* 
  France,   Second Republic, Louis Napoleon as President, silver 
fi ve francs 1852A, Paris mint, (KM.773.1, D.94).   Attractive 
tone, underlying brilliance, good extremely fi ne.    

 $220 

   1929 
  French Indo China,   silver ten cents 1901, (KM.9); Cochin 
China, copper sapeque 1879A, (KM.2).   Nearly uncirculated; 
very fi ne.  (2)  

 $100 

   1930 
  French Indo China,   silver fi fty cents, 1930, 1931, (KM.-).   
Probably modern copies, uncirculated.  (2)  

 $50 

   1931 
  Germany,   Augsburg, Josef von Hesse-Darmstadt (1740-
1768), issue under HRE Franz I, silver thaler, 1765 IT-
F(A)H, (KM.184, D.1930); Italy, Bologna, Revolutionary 
Government, silver ten paoli or scudo, 1797, (KM.C.69, 
D.1359).   Both have been mounted, fi rst on the edge, the other 
on the reverse, otherwise fi ne - very fi ne and scarce.  (2)  

 $150 

   1932 
  Germany,   Baden, Grand Duke Friedrich I (1856-1907), 
silver fi ve mark 1894G, (KM.268, D.533); Friedrich II 
(1907-1918) silver three mark 1910G, (KM.280).   Very fi ne 
- nearly extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $100 

     

 1933* 
  Germany,   Bavaria, Ludwig II (1864-1886), silver fi ve mark, 
1874D (KM.502).   Very fi ne.   

 $100 

   1934 
  Germany,   Bavaria, Otto (1886-1913), silver fi ve mark, 
1898D (KM.512); silver three mark 1912D (KM.515); 
silver two mark, 1908D (KM.511). Very fi ne - extremely 
fi ne.   (3).   

 $160 

   1935 
  Germany,   Bavaria, silver three mark, 1911D; Hamburg, 
silver two mark, 1876J; Prussia, silver two mark, 1905A 
(2).   Nearly very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (4)  

 $100 

   1936 
  Germany,   Brandenburg, silver dreipolker, 1626 (KM.56.4, 
unpriced); Brandenburg-Bayreuth, silver twenty kreuzer, 
1765S (KM.unlisted?); Schlesien-Liegnitz-Brieg, Fridrich II 
(1495-1547), silver groschen.   Good fi ne; fi ne; very fi ne, the 
fi rst two scarce.  (3)  

 $200 

    

 

  1937* 
  Germany,   Bremen, Free City, silver four grote, 1646, 
(KM.108); Austria, Rudolf II, 1594, silver groschen, 
Kremnitz (Hungary) mint.   Fine - very fi ne.  (2)   

 $150 

     

 1938* 
  Germany,   Brunswick-Luneburg-Calenburg, Johann Friedrich 
(1665-1679), silver twelve mariengroschen or one third 
thaler, 1677 (KM.136).   Toned, good very fi ne or better.   

 $80 

     

 1939* 
  Germany,   Constance, Bishop Eberhard Waldburg (1248-
1274) silver bracteat (Cahn 57, Metcalf 218).   Attractively 
toned, uncirculated.   

 $400 

 Ex Spink London with their ticket.  
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   1940 
  Germany,   Hamburg, Free City, silver two mark, 1899J 
(KM.294); Saxony, Friedrich August III (1904-1918), silver 
three mark 1910E (KM.1267); another silver three mark, 
1913E, Battle of Leipzig Centennial (KM.1275). Extremely 
fi ne.   (3).   

 $150 

   1941 
  Germany,   Prussia, Wilhelm I (1861-1888), silver two mark, 
1876C (KM.506); Wilhelm II (1888-1918), silver five 
mark 1904A (KM.523); silver three mark 1913A Defeat 
of Napoleon, (KM.534); similar silver two mark, 1913A 
(KM.532); 1907A (KM.522); another 25th year of reign 
1913A (KM.533). Good fi ne - extremely fi ne.   (6).   

 $160 

     

 1942* 
  Germany,   Saxony, Ernestine Line, Johann Friedrich and 
Moritz (1541-1547), silver schreckenberger, obv. angel 
over arms, rev. arms, (cf.Saurma 2388).   Nearly very fi ne, 
scarce.    

 $100 

     

 1943* 
  Germany,   Saxony, Albertine line, August (1553-1586), silver 
thaler, 1585, obv. bust with sword over shoulder, rev. arms, 
(D.9798).   Toned, nearly extremely fi ne and scarce.   

 $300 

     

 1944* 
  Germany,   Saxony, John Georg I, (1591-1656), silver quarter 
thaler, mm. acorn, Leipzig mint, 1643 CR, obv. Johann Georg 
I, right, rev. arms, (KM.407).   Has been mounted on edge, 
otherwise good very fi ne.   

 $120 

     

 1945* 
  Germany,   Ulm, Imperial Mint, Frederick II (1215-1250) 
silver Bracteat (Cahn 186, Metcalf 242- both attributed 
to Lindau), Kestner collection 2958 [Ulm]).   Toned, good 
extremely fi ne.   

 $350 

 Ex Spink London with their ticket. 

     

 1946* 
  Germany,   Wurttemberg, two gulden, 1854 (KM.595).   A 
few minor, almost unnoticeable nicks, superb blue and gold 
toning, nearly uncirculated.    

 $250 

   1947 
  Germany,   Wurttemberg, Karl I (1864-1891), silver fi ve mark, 
1876F (KM.623); Wilhelm II (1891-1918), silver fi ve mark 
1899F (KM.632); silver three mark, 1914F (KM.635). Very 
fi ne - extremely fi ne.   (3)   

 $120 

   1948 
  German States,   minors, 1747-1868, from Aachen (5), 
Bavaria, Berg (2), Bremen, Hamburg, Julich-Berg, Prussia 
(7), Rostock, Wurttemberg (2), Wurzburg / Bishopric (2), 
others (3).   Poor - good very fi ne.  (26)  

 $100 

   1949 
  Germany,   Empire, pfennig, 1874D, 1875G (KM.1), two 
pfennig, 1876J (KM.2), five pfennig, 1916E (KM.19), 
Weimar Republic, silver three mark, 1924A (KM.43).   Good 
fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (5)   

 $70 

   1950 
  Germany,   Empire, large selection of minors from late 1800s 
to 1930s, some better coins include, Empire, pfennig, 
1886J, 1889A, 1911A (KM.1, 10), two pfennig, 1876D, 
1910A (KM.2, 16), five pfennig, 1911A (KM.11), ten 
pfennig, 1876J, 1904J, 1915A (KM.4, 12), twenty pfennig, 
1875C, 1875H (KM.5), fifty pfennig, 1876E (KM.6); 
Weimar Republic, rentenpfennig, 1923A (4), 1924A (2) 
(KM.30), two rentenpfennig, 1923A (2), 1924A (2), 
(KM.31), fi ve rentenpfennig, 1923A, 1924A (4) (KM.32), 
ten rentenpfennig, 1924A (KM.33); Third Reich, two 
reichspfennig, 1938J (KM.90), fi ve reichspfennig, 1938J, 
1939A (KM.91).   Some of the listed items are scarce dates, 
the others mostly have mint red or are near uncirculated, 
the rest are very good - good very fi ne.  (143)  

 $150 
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   1951 
  Germany,   Federal Republic, commemorative fi ve marks, 
1966D, 1967F, 1968J, 1968G, 1968D, 1969G, 1969F, 
1970F, 1971G, 1971D, 1973J, 1973G, 1974F, 1974D, 
1975J, 1975F, 1975G, 1976D, 1977J, 1977G, 1978D, 
1978F, 1979J (2), 1980D, 1980F (KM.119.1, 120.1, 121, 
122, 123.1, 125.1, 126.1,127, 128.1, 129, 136-139, 141, 
142.1, 143-148, 150, 152, 153); Munich Olympics Medal, 
1972,  in pure silver (25mm) obverse, a line of fi ve athletes 
running with Olympic torch and maker's logo below, 
reverse, Olympic symbol above "Spiele der XX Olympiade 
/ Munchen 1972" with stylised segmented orb below.   Stored 
in a Whitman see-both-sides album with three loose coins, 
mostly uncirculated.  (27)  

 $150 

     

 1952* 
  Hungary,   Ladislaus I, (1077-1095) silver denar (CNH 27).   
Lightly toned, extremely fi ne.   

 $350 

 Ex Spink London with their ticket.  

     

 1953* 
  Hungary,   Bela III, (1172-96) copper money, King seated, 
Rex Bella Rev. seated Virgin and child (SANCTA MARIA) 
(Huszar 72).   Good very fi ne.   

 $100 

 Ex Marcus Phillips with his ticket.  

     

 1954* 
  Hungary,   Wenzel, (1301-1305) silver denar.   Extremely 
fi ne.   

 $150 

 Ex Spink London with their ticket.  

   1955 
  Hungary,   Ferdinand I, (1521-1564), denar, 1553KB; 
Venetian Possessions, Armata and Morea, AE Gazzetta, 
1688-92 (Gam.2059, Ek.1219); Austria, one kreuzer, 1816 
(KM.2113) reverse obliterated and obverse overstamped 
with intertwined initials, GD.   Second coin has cut in edge 
at 12 o'clock, very good - very fi ne.  (3)  

 $50 

 Ex Tom Hanley Collection. 

     

 1956* 
  Hungary,   Charles VI, (1711-1740), silver quarter thaler, 
NB = Nagybanya mint, 1733, obv. Charles VI bust right 
in diamond frame, rev. arms, (KM.305).   Attractive with 
traces of steel blue patination, nearly uncirculated and rare 
in this condition.   

 $120 

     

 1957* 
  Hungary,   forint, medallic coinage for reopening of the Joseph 
II Mine at Schemnitz, in copper, 1878 K.B. (Bruce X#M1a).   
Extremely fi ne and extremely rare, mintage of three.    

 $1,000 

    

 

  1958* 
  Indonesia,   Srivijaya Kingdom, (c.680-1250 A.D.), gold masa 
of twenty rattis (2.41, 2.49 grams), (Mitchiner [South East 
Asia] 722-3).   Very fi ne.  (2)  

 $200 

     

 1959* 
  Iraq,   King Faisall II, fi fty fi ls, 1953 (KM.114).   Some mint 
bloom, nearly uncirculated and scarce.   

 $150 
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  1960* 
  Italy,   Patriarchs of Aquilea, John of Moravia, (1387-1394), 
silver denar, not dated, obv. IOANES PATRIARCHA 
* AQVIE, crowned eagle checkered all over (arms of 
Patriarch), rev. S HEREMAChORAS, Saint Hermagoras 
seated right hand raised holding cross in the other, (Bernardi 
62, Thomsen 1979, cf.Lanz Sale 129, May 23, 2006 lot 900, 
this similar realised euros 120 + 15%); similar with obv. 
shield with eagle, covered with crested helmet, IOANES 
PATRIhH, rev. facing bust of saint Hermagoras, +SANTVS 
HEREMAChORAS, (Bernardi 61, Thomsen 1978).   Slightly 
ragged edge, otherwise nearly extremely fi ne for the fi rst coin, 
very fi ne for the second coin, both rare.  (2)  

 $150 

     

 1961* 
  Italy,   Patriarchs of Aquilea, Antonio II Panciera (1402-1411), 
silver denar, not dated, obv. ANTONIVS PATRIARCH 
tapered shield, cut with a indented band and a star below 
(arms of Patriarch), rev. * AQV * ILE * GEN * SIS, eagle 
facing open wings, (Bernardi 67, Biaggi 191, Thomsen 1982, 
cf.similar example UBS Auction Sale 52, September 11, 
2001, lot 2302, realised SFr.90 + 15%).   Nearly extremely 
fi ne and rare.    

 $80 

     

 1962* 
  Italy,   Naples, Ferdinand I (1458-1494), silver coronato (CNI-
1, 144; Biaggi 1674 var.).   Good very fi ne.   

 $500 

 Ex Spink London with their ticket.  

     

lot 1963

 1963* 
  Italy,   The House of Savoy and the Kingdom of Italy, Emanuele 
Philiberto, Duke of Savoy, (1538-1580), silver blanco or four 
soldi, 1576, Torino mint, obv. arms of Savoy around EM 
FILIB D G DVX SABAVDIE P PED, FE RT across, rev. cross, 
around IN TE DOMINE CONFIDO 1576 T, (Simonetti 
45/27, CNI 278-282).   Very fi ne and very scarce.   

 $250 

 When Emanuele Philiberto succeeded his father Carlo III in 1553 he was 
essentially a duke without a duchy. A series of wars involving French, Spanish 
and Swiss forces had devasted Savoy, and by 1536 Francis I had brought the 
duchy under complete French rule. Emanuele in exile served the king of Spain, 
as governor-general of the Lowlands, and in 1557 delivered a devastating 
defeat to the French at St. Quentin. As part of subsequent negotiations the 
Duke was confi rmed as the independent ruler of Savoy, assuming full control 
of his duchy in 1559. Emmanuel Philibert made Turin his capital, thus shifting 
the centre of his duchy from France to Italy, and Savoy's growing infl uence 
in Italian affairs led to the establishment of the House of Savoy as the royal 
Italian house in 1861.  

     

 1964* 
  Italy,   Rimini, Anonymous, silver grosso Agontano, (1265-
1389), (Biaggi 2001 var.). Well rounded and nicely toned,   
nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $350 
 Ex Spink London with their ticket.  

     

 1965* 
  Italy,   Venice, Gerolamo Priuli (1559-1567) 6 soldi, St. Mark 
and the Dodge holding banner (CNI.48).   Nicely toned, 
Extremely fi ne.   

 $300 
 Ex Spink London with their ticket. 

     

 1966* 
  Italy,   Milan, Austrian Administration, Leopold II, (1790-
1792), silver kronethaler 1792M (KM.C.54).   Obverse 
scratches, very fi ne.   

 $100 

   1967 
  Italy,   Roman Republic, First Republic, two baiocchi, undated 
(1799) (KM.7.5); Roman Republic, Second Republic, 
Ancona, baiocco, 1849A (KM.12), cast coinage.   Good very 
fi ne.  (2)   

 $150 
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   1968 
  Italy,   Sardinia, Vittorio Emanuele II, silver lira, 1860M 
(KM.C.122.3); Vittorio Emanuele III, ten lire 1927R, fi ve 
lire 1936, (KM.68.1, 79);  jeton 1900 22mm, obv. UNIO 
CATALANISTA.   Very fi ne, others extremely fi ne, the fi rst 
with old ticket.  (4)  

 $100 

   1969 
  Italy,   Papal States, Ancona, silver gross, anonymous 15th 
century issue, obverse, Saint Benedict holding staff, reverse, 
cross (Biaggi 67).   Good fi ne.    

 $150 

   1970 
  Italy,   Papal States, Fermo, two and half baiocchi, 1797 
(KM.2.4); Perugia, two and half baiocchi, 1797 (KM.3) 
thick planchet.   Very fi ne.  (2)  

 $100 

   1971 
  Italy,   Papal States, Pius VIII, thirty baiocchi, 1830 IIR 
(KM.1100).   Good very fi ne.    

 $120 

   1972 
  Italy,   Papal States, half baiocco, 1802R, 1824B (KM.1265, 
1295); baiocco, 1802 Year 11, 1816B Year XVI (KM.1267, 
1279); ten baiocchi, 1863R Year XVIII (KM.1342b); 
Bologna, quattrino, 1610, 1616 (KM.13); Civitavecchia, fi ve 
baiocchi, 1797 Year XIII (KM.6.1); Gubbio, half baiocco, 
1791 Year XVI (KM.170).   In 2x2 holders, identifi ed, graded 
and priced, fi ne - good very fi ne.  (9)   

 $100 

   1973 
  Italy,   Papal States, two and half baiocchi, 1797 (KM.1240); 
Vatican City, fi fty centesimi, 1936, lira, 1975 (KM.124), two 
lire, 1941/111 (KM.27a), fi ve lire, 1939/1 (KM.29), fi fty 
lire, 1959/1 (KM.63.1), hundred lire, 1956/XVII (KM.55), 
two hundred lire, 1980 (KM.147).   Date on fi rst coin worn 
otherwise fi ne, the rest extremely fi ne - uncirculated.  (8)  

 $80 

   1974 
  Jamaica,   proof silver twenty fi ve dollars, undated (1978) 
(KM.76); Panama, proof silver twenty balboas, 1974 
(KM.31).   Almost eight ounces of pure silver, in cases of 
issue, FDC.  (2)   

 $120 

   1975 
  Japan,   Bunsei Period, cho gin, low silver metal, "Bun" twice 
both in centre of bar and "God of Plenty" stamp at each end, 
(c.1818-1830), (120 grams), 88 x 32 x10 mm, rectangular 
rounded ends block, (cf.JNDA 09-67 (51), cf.KM.9a)(a 
contemporary copy).   Very fi ne.   

 $70 

 The characteristic stamps on this piece vary from the usual "Bun" an 
expected variant, lot includes elaborate handmade storage packet. A copy 
of the known similar examples. 

   1976 
  Japan,   Meiji, one yen, year 24 (1891), 26 (1893), 27 (1894), 
38 (1905) (KM.Y.A25.3), gin countermark, year 29 (1896).   
Very fi ne - nearly extremely fi ne.  (5)  

 $170 

     

 1977 
  Japan,   Meiji, one yen, year 29, (1896), type II, (KM.Y.28a.2).   
Good very fi ne with gin mark.   

 $70 

 Ex Roy A. Dunstan Collection. 

   1978 
  Korea,   a collection of copper mun coins including several 
multiple mun issues (75) apparently all different many 
described with Mandel reference numbers, undescribed 
issues of mostly China cash (17), described China cash (8), 
together with recent machine made Korean issues (21), all 
housed in a clip-lock German album.   Very good - extremely 
fi ne.  (121)  

 $250 

 Ex Roy A. Dunstan Collection. 

   1979 
  Latvia,   First Republic, type set, santims - fi ve lati, 1922-1931 
(KM.1-10, 11.1, 11.2).   Stored in a Whitman see-both-sides 
album, very fi ne - nearly uncirculated.  (12)   

 $100 

     

part

 1980* 
  Liege,   liard, 1688 (KM.95); escalin, 1752 (KM.165); two 
escalin, 1754 (KM.161).   Nearly fi ne - nearly very fi ne.  (3)   

 $150 

   1981 
  Liege,   liard, 1744 (KM.144); Italy, Papal States, fi ve baiocchi, 
1797 XXIII (KM.1245), Bologna, Innocent XII, quattrino, 
169(?) (KM.114); France, liard, 1656I (KM.192.9), sol, 
1793AA L'AN11 (KM.619.2), a variety of other coins from 
France, Italy, Luxembourg and Haiti; French medals (3) 
including a medal of Saint Etienne, 1637.   Good - extremely 
fi ne.  (23)  

 $100 

   1982 
  Lithuania,   Republic, type set, centas - ten litu, 1925-1938 
(KM.71-84).   Stored in a Whitman see-both-sides album, 
fi ne-very fi ne.  (14)  

 $130 
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   1983 
  Lundy Island,   Martin Coles Harman private token coinage 
of 1929, half and one puffi n (S.7850, 7851); Guernsey, 
eight doubles 1885H, 1889H, four doubles 1885H, two 
doubles 1885H, one double 1868, (S.7206, 7207, 7208, 
7209); Jersey, one twelfth of a shilling 1931, 1945 (2); one 
twenty fourth 1911, (S.7012, 7015, 7019).   Mostly brilliant 
uncirculated.  (11)  

 $200 

     

 1984* 
  Malta,   Fra Jean-Paul Lascaris (1636-1657), copper four 
tari, traces of obv. F IOANNES PAVLVS LASCARIS M M, 
arms of Grand Master, rev. NON AES SED FIDES, clasped 
hands, the coin is countermarked by sides with three different 
countermarks both sides, (Sammut Pl.XXXII, 3).   Coin fair, 
countermarks very fi ne.   

 $100 

 The copper coins were originally issued in large numbers but only a small 
proportion were withdrawn and they continued to circulate until 1690. To 
prevent forgery the succeding four Grand Masters overstruck the circulating 
coins with their stamp of their badge. 

     

 1985* 
  Malta,   Emmanuel de Rohan, thirty tari 1790 (Schembri 10; 
Dav.1609; KM.335.1).   Nearly extremely fi ne.    

 $300 

 Ex Glendinings sale 7. 1974 (lot 325).  

   1986 
  Mauritius,   cent, 1911 (KM.12); two cents, 1884, 1897 
(KM.8); Seychelles, ten cents, 1944 (KM.1), 1951 (KM.8); 
silver rupee, 1939 (KM.4).   Extremely fi ne - uncirculated, 
the last scarce.  (6)   

 $200 

   1987 
  Mexico,   Philip IV (1621-1665) - Philip V (1700-1746), cob 
four and eight reales, dates off fl an, (cf.KM.40, 47 etc).   All 
water worn and corroded, several with mints and initials of 
mintmasters, some with hoard patination, poor - fair.  (13)   

 $150 

 See note below on "1733 Plate Fleet" wrecks.  

   1988 
  Mexico,   Philip IV (1621-1665), cob four reales, not dated 
c.1650, Mexico City mint, assayer P, (12.9 grams), (KM.38).   
Fine - very fi ne.   

 $120 

     

 1989* 
  Mexico,   Philip IV (1621-1665), cob eight reales, not dated 
c.1650, Mexico City mint, assayer P, (25.8 grams), (KM.38).   
Fine - very fi ne.   

 $200 

     

 1990* 
  Mexico,   Philip V (1700-1746), cob eight reales, 1731, (26.5 
grams), (Cayon 9338, KM.47a).   Clipped fl an, full clear date, 
otherwise nearly very fi ne.    

 $200 

 Probably from the "1733 Plate Fleet" wrecks.  The great treasure fl eet of 1733 
sailed from Havana Cuba in July 1733. It encountered a hurricane during 
the night of the 14th July and as the storm grew in strength and during the 
next day some 19 ships were driven onto the reefs all along the Florida Keys, 
from Kay Vaca to Key Largo, a distance of 130 kilometres. 

     

 1991* 
  Mexico,   Philip V (1700-1746), cob eight reales, 1733, (26.4 
grams), (Cayon 9359, KM.48).   Clipped fl an, full clear date, 
otherwise nearly extremely fi ne.    

 $500 

 See note above.  
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part

 1992* 
  Mexico,   Charles III and Charles IV, eight reales, 1786FM, 
1808TH (KM.106.2a, 110); Royalist Issue, Zacatecas, 
1821RG (KM.111.5).   First coin very fi ne with obverse 
scratches and edge marks from coin frame, second coin fi ne 
with several Chinese chopmarks, last coin very good/fi ne.  
(3)  

 $150 

   1993 
  Mexico Ferdinand VII,   silver eight reales, 1818 J.J. (KM.111).   
Nearly very fi ne.   

 $60 
 Ex Geoffrey J. Lowe Collection.  

   1994 
  Morocco,   four falus, AH1289 (KM.C.166.2); half dirham, 
AH1319 (KM.Y.9.2); dirham, AH1311 (KM.Y.5); franc, 
(ND) 1921 (KM.36.1); Tunisia, thirteen nasri, AH1273 
(KM.115.2); quarter kharub, AH1281 (KM.153); two 
kharub, AH1283 (KM.157); four kharub, AH1281 
(KM.158); five centimes, 1891A (2), 1892A, 1917A, 
1919 (KM.221, 235, 242); ten centimes, 1891A, 1892A, 
1908A (2), 1911A, 1914A, 1916A, 1917A, 1919 (4), 1920 
(KM.222, 236, 243); twenty fi ve centimes, 1920 (KM.244); 
fi fty centimes, 1921 (KM.246).   Very good - extremely fi ne.  
(28)  

 $100 

   1995 
  Netherlands,   Gelderland, stuiver, 1640 (KM.35); Holland, 
two duit, undated (1604) (KM.4); Utrecht, duit, 1768, 
1791 (KM.91), stuiver, 1739 (KM.90), two stuivers, 1786 
(KM.112); West Friesland, duit, 1660 (KM.29); Zeeland, 
duit, 1754, 1779, 1780 (2) (KM.81, 101.1); Netherlands East 
Indies, Batavian Republic, duit, 1808 (KM.76); Kingdom 
of the Netherlands, half stuiver, 1818, 1822S (2) (KM.283, 
285); United East India Company, duit, 1746 (?), 1790 (2), 
1794 (KM.131, 111.1, 159).   Good - good very fi ne.  (19)  

 $100 

     

 1996* 
  Netherlands,   West-Friesland, silver helmeted riksdaalder, 
1590, (Del. type 923 but with cap, Verk 64.1).   Attractive 
toning, good very fi ne and rare.    

 $300 

   1997 
  Netherlands,   one cent, 1824, 1827 (KM.47), two and half 
cents, 1877 (4), 1880 (4), 1881 (7), 1884 (3), 1886 (3), 
1890, 1906 (KM.108, 134), ten cents, 1919, 1934 (KM.145, 
163), twenty fi ve cents, 1917 (KM.146); Friesland, duit, 
1653 (KM.46); Hollandia, duit, 1739, 1780 (2) (KM.80); 
Overyssel, duit, 1768 (KM.90); West Friesland, duit, 1604 
(KM.10); Zeelandia, duit, 1720, 1784 (KM.75, 101.1), two 
duit, 1579; Spanish Netherlands, Duchy of Namur, liard, 
1710 (3), 1713 (KM.37, 26).   Good - very fi ne.  (41)   

 $200 

   1998 
  Netherlands,   Willem II, silver gulden, 1844, 1847 (3), 1848 
(KM.66).   Very fi ne - good very fi ne.  (5)  

 $250 

     

 1999* 
  Netherlands,   Wilhelmina I, silver gulden, 1906 (KM.122.2).   
Very fi ne and rare.    

 $300 

     

 2000 
  Netherlands,   Willem II, silver two and half gulden, 1846 
fl eur-de-lis privy mark (KM.69).   Good very fi ne.    

 $120 

   2001 
  Netherlands and Netherlands Indies,   silver coins, 19th and 
20th century issues, with a small amount of other foreign 
silver. Good - very fi ne.   (6. 709kgs)   

 $2,500 

     

 2002* 
  Netherlands Indies,   Batavia, silver gulden, 1802 (KM.83; 
Scholten 488b).   Toned, good very fi ne with fl an fl aw and 
fl ecking.   

 $200 
 Ex Geoffrey J. Lowe Collection (purchased from J. Schulman).  
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   2003 
  Netherlands East Indies,   Java, United East India Company, 
silver rupee, 1766 (KM.175.1), Batavian Republic, 1801Z 
(KM.208).   Very fi ne - good very fi ne.  (2)   

 $300 

     

 2004* 
  Netherlands East Indies,   United East India Company, silver 
gulden, 1786 (KM.116), VOC monogram below crowned 
states general arms.   Good very fi ne.    

 $300 

   2005 
  Netherlands East Indies,   silver quarter gulden 1893, 1900, 
1904 and 1908; Gambia four shillings 1966; hard plastic 
cased cupro-nickel crowns (9); 1971 British Columbia Sports 
Festival; USA outsize coin replica paperweights (3) and six 
cardboard Commercial Bank of Australia pre-decimal money 
bag tags.   Very fi ne - uncirculated.  (24)  

 $50 
 Ex Roy A. Dunstan Collection. 

     

 2006* 
  Peru,   South Peru, Republic silver eight reales, 1838 CUZCO 
MS (KM.170.4).   Toned, nearly extremely fi ne.    

 $150 

   2007 
  Philippines,   United States Administration, silver peso, 
1908S (KM.172) (20).   Mostly cleaned, many with evidence 
of corrosion removed, probably salvaged ex Manila Bay 
Harbour, good - fi ne.  (20)  

 $140 

   2008 
  Poland,   Sigismund III, (1587-1632), silver groschen, 1608 
(KM.11).   Good very fi ne and a scarce date.    

 $100 

     

 2009* 
  Poland,   Danzig, Sigsmund III, 1587-1632, ort, 1625 
(KM.15.2).   Good very fi ne.    

 $100 

   2010 
  Poland,   Sigismund III (1587-1632), silver three polker 
1615(2), 1619, 1620, 1621 (2), 1623(2), 1624, 1625, 
(KM.41).   Good fi ne - very fi ne.  (10)   

 $180 

   2011 
  Poland,   ort, 1624 (KM.37); six groschen, 1625, 1662AT 
(KM.42, 91); eight groschen, 1789EB (KM.209.1); Danzig, 
ort, 1624/35 (KM.15.2).   Very good - very fi ne.  (5)   

 $120 

   2012 
  Poland,   collection of silver issues, John Albert (1492-1501); 
Sigismund III (1587-1632), solidus, groschen (2) one dated 
1612 (KM.11), six groschen, 1596; ort, 1622 (KM.37); 
Johann Casimir, solidus, 1663; six groschen, 1662 (KM.91); 
Johann III Sobieski, six groschen, 1681 (cf.KM.122/128), 
1682 (KM.128).   Fine - good very fi ne.  (10)  

 $250 

   2013 
  Poland,   Congress - Kingdom of Poland, ten zlotych, 
1840MW (KM.C.113a); ten zlotych / one and half rubles, 
1836MW, 1837MW (KM.C.134).   Edge beading of second 
coin fl attened at reverse top, fi rst coin nearly extremely fi ne 
with mint bloom, overall fi ne - nearly extremely fi ne.  (3)  

 $100 

   2014 
  Poland,   five groszy (occupation coinage), 1939 (KM.
Y.35); five groszy, 1938, 1939 (KM.Y.10a); two zlote, 
commemoratives, 2005 (9, fi ve types), 2006 (16, eight types); 
fi ve zlotych, 1837MW, 1839MW (KM.C.133); ten zlotych, 
1933 (Sobieski's victory), 1933 (1863 Insurrection), 1934, 
1937 (KM.Y.23, 24, 26, 29); Galicia and Lodomeria, three 
grossi, 1794 (KM.C.5).   The last coin is very good, the rest 
are fi ne - uncirculated.  (35)  

 $150 

   2015 
  Portugal,   copper issues, Joannes VI, forty reis 1822, 1824; 
others ten reis 1713, 1733, 1734, 1743, 1764, 1776, 1787 
(double struck); Maria II, twenty reis 1853; Azores, Maria I, 
twenty reis 1795; Luis I, twenty reis 1865 (KM.15); Brazil, 
forty reis 1832R (KM.363.1); countermarked coinage, 
twenty reis on forty reis 1823R, 1824R (KM.436.1); forty 
reis on eighty reis 1828R, 1830R (KM.444.1); Paraguay, four 
centesimos 1870; Uruguay, four centesimos 1869; others (4) 
include Westphalia, copper ten marks 1921, 38mm; Great 
Britain, large copper 60 years jubilee medal 1897, cased 
55mm.   Poor - extremely fi ne, most of the Portugal copper 
is bright from cleaning.  (23)  

 $80 

   2016 
  Russia,   Ivan IV, The Terrible, (1533-1547), wire money (half 
kopek); RSFSR, fi fty kopeck, 1921 (KM.Y.83); USSR, twenty 
kopek, 1929 (KM.Y.88).   Very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (3)   

 $80 
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 2017* 
  Russia,   Empire, Peter the Great, silver rouble (1705, cyrillic 
date) (KM.122.2; Diakov 3; Sev 182). Old rim cut at 11.  30 
on reverse, cleaned, otherwise nearly very fi ne with usual 
fl at areas and rare.   

 $5,000 

 Ex Spink Australia Sale 27 (lot 948)  

   2018 
  Russia,   Empire, Alexander I, silver rouble 1817 (KM.C.130); 
Germany, Prussia, Fredrich Wilhelm III, silver four groschen, 
1804A Berlin mint (KM.370); Malta, Order of, silver fi fteen 
tari, 1761 (KM.259); Mexico, Republic, silver eight reales, 
1858 Do CP Durango mint (KM.377.4).   The fi rst, third and 
fourth with minor edge bruising, otherwise very good - fi ne, 
the third scarce.  (4)  

 $150 

     

part

 2019* 
  Russia,   Empire, kopek, Nicholas I, 1840EM;  two kopeks, 
Alexander I, 1811CHE HC; three kopeks, Nicholas I, 
1841EM (KM.C.144.1, 118.6, 146.1).   The fi rst coin very 
good/fi ne, the second is nearly very fi ne and the last is nearly 
extremely fi ne with a few small spots on the reverse and is 
struck on a slightly larger planchet.  (3)  

 $100 

   2020 
  Russia,   Empire, Nicholas II, silver ten kopeks 1915, 1916 
(17), (KM.Y21a.3).   Mostly about uncirculated.  (18)   

 $120 

   2021 
  Russia,   Empire, Nicholas II, 1916 silver ten kopecks, fi fteen 
kopeks and twenty kopeks; Finland, fi fty pennia 1916; 
Norway, ten ore 1883; sweden, Oscar I, two thirds skilling 
banco 1849.   The Russian and Finland silver uncirculated, 
others very fi ne or better.  (6)   

 $100 

   2022 
  Russia,   Empire, Nicholas II, rouble, 1897, 1898, 1899 (KM.
Y.59.3), 1899 (KM.Y.59.1) two stars on rim.   Fine - very 
fi ne.  (4)  

 $150 

     

 2023* 
  Russia,   Empire, Nicholas II, one rouble, 1899, 3B, 
(KM.58.3).   About mint state, brilliant.   

 $500 

     

 2024* 
  Russia,   U.S.S.R., rouble, 1924 (KM.Y.90.1).   Uncirculated.    

 $100 

   2025 
  Russia,   small collection, 1855-1975, some of the items 
include, kopek, 1896CHE (KM.Y.10.2); two kopeks, 1924 
(KM.Y.77) reeded edge with much mint red; three kopeks, 
1915 (KM.Y.11.3); fi ve kopeks, 1924 (KM.Y.79) plain edge; 
ten kopeks, 1816CHE, 1916 (KM.Y.20.2, Y.20a.1); fi fteen 
kopeks, 1916 (KM.Y.21a.1); twenty kopeks, 1848CHE (KM.
C.165); fi fty kopeks, 1897, 1921, 1922, 1924TP (KM.Y.58.1, 
83, 89.1); rouble, 1921 (KM.Y.84).   Stored in a Whitman see-
both-sides album, mostly fi ne - uncirculated.  (35)   

 $250 

   2026 
  Scandinavian collection,   Denmark, two skilling, 1811, 
rigsbankskilling, 1813 (2), skilling rigsmont, 1856, 1860 (2), 
four skilling rigsmont, 1856, ore, 1874, 1883, 1907, 1915, 
two ore, 1874, ten ore, 1905, 1920 (KM.670, 680, 763, 
758.2, 792.1, 804, 812.1, 793.1, 795.2, 818.2a); Norway, 
half skilling, 1839, 1841, ore, 1906, 1944, two ore, 1876, 
1877 (2), fi ve ore, 1876, ten ore, 1890, 1897, twenty fi ve ore, 
1876 (KM.305.1, 361, 387, 353, 349, 350, 354); Sweden, 
one-sixth ore (S.M.), 1718, ore (K.M.), 1747, 1772, 1873, 
two ore, 1863, 1872, 1875, 1896, 1919, fi ve ore, 1873/2 
(scarce), 1891, ten ore, 1897 (KM.334, 416.1, 512.1, 728, 
706, 735, 746, 778, 730, 757, 795.2).   Very good - very 
fi ne.  (37)  

 $100 
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 2027* 
  South Africa,   ZAR, proof two-shillings, 1892 (KM.6).   As 
struck, brilliant, toned, iridescent grey, FDC.    

 $7,000 

 Ex Jerry Remick Collection (Spink, London, Sale November 29, 2006 lot 
895). 

     

 2028* 
  South Africa,   ZAR, proof halfcrown 1892 (KM.7).   As struck, 
toned, iridescent grey, nearly FDC.    

 $7,000 

 Ex Jerry Remick Collection (Spink, London, Sale November 29, 2006 lot 
890). 

     

 2029* 
  South Africa,   George V, farthing 1930 (KM.12.2).   Frosty 
dark grey brown patina, minute die break from O of 
Georgius to rim and through remaining letters, specimen 
- like subdued mint bloom, uncirculated and rare in this 
condition.    

 $2,000 

 Similar die state to the MS64BN NGC sold by Heritage 21 Sep 2008 (lot 
22465 sold for $5750) 

     

 2030* 
  South Africa,   George V, silver halfcrown, 1925 (KM.19.1).   
Good very fi ne and scarce.    

 $500 

   2031 
  South Africa,   Republic, Marine Life Series, proof silver one 
ounce two rand, 1999, 2000 (KM.218, 240); set of two, 
proof silver one ounce two rand and quarter ounce two and 
half cents "Tickey", 2001 (KM.248, 242).   In cases of issue 
with certifi cates, the last set cased in timber presentation box 
(hinges loose) together with a sterling silver dolphin pendant, 
only 500 sets minted, FDC.  (3)  

 $100 

   2032 
  South Africa,   Republic, Wildlife Series, set of four, proof 
silver fi ve cents - fi fty cents, 2000 (KM.234-237), over three 
ounces of pure silver; proof sets, 1999, 2000, 2001; mint set, 
1999. In cases of issue, the fi rst set with certifi cate no.  982 
of 2,000 sets minted, FDC.  (5)   

 $140 

   2033 
  South Africa,   Republic, Wildlife Prestige set of four, proof 
silver fi ve cents - fi fty cents, 2001 (KM.243-246), over 
three ounces of pure silver. In prestige timber case of issue 
featuring a burnt-in image of an African Buffalo on the lid, 
with certifi cate no.  245 of only 500 sets minted, FDC.    

 $100 

   2034 
  Southern Rhodesia,   threepence, 1944 (KM.169); 1952 
(KM.20); shilling, 1939, 1941 (KM.18); 1949 (KM.22); 
two shillings (KM.19).   Very fi ne - good extremely fi ne, the 
last scarce.  (6)  

 $200 

     

 2035* 
  Spain,   Jaime III (1324-1343), silver dinero or diner, 
issue for Majorca (Malllorca), obv. facing bust, REX 
MAJORICARVM, rev. cross with long arm, around 
IACOBVS DEI GRA, (Cayon ME 2051, Burgos 1393).   Very 
fi ne and scarce.   

 $150 

 Jaime III was expelled from the island of Mallorca in 1343 by the Aragonese. 
In 1349 he launched an invasion to reclaim his throne, but fell in battle.  

     

 2036* 
  Spain,   Philip III, (1598-1621), silver half real or half croat, 
1612, rev. BARCINO CIVITAS, (Cayon 4437).   Very fi ne 
or better.    

 $100 

   2037 
  Spain,   Alfonso XIII, five pesetas 1898, Madrid mint, 
(KM.707, D.344).   Lightly toned, nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $50 

   2038 
  Straits Settlements,   Queen Victoria, silver fi ve cents 1895 and 
ten cents 1899; India, EIC , Queen Victoria, silver two annas 
1841 (KM.460.1) and quarter rupee 1840 (KM.453.1).   
Extremely fi ne - uncirculated.  (5)  

 $300 
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   2039 
  Straits Settlements,   Queen Victoria, cent, 1900 (KM.16).   
Evenly toned, two minor rim nicks, extremely fi ne.    

 $180 

   2040 
  Sweden,   Oscar II, silver two kroner, 1876, (KM.742 [521]); 
Austria, silver six kreuzer 1849A (Km.2200); silver twenty 
kreuzer, 1853A, (KM.2211); Netherlands, Wilhelmina, two 
and a half gulden 1937, gulden 1939 (KM.161.1, 165); New 
Zealand, bi-metallic jeton, lucky farthing by Hutchinson 
Bros, Ltd. Auckland with inserted farthing 1897.   Very fi ne 
- uncirculated.  (6)  

 $150 

   2041 
  Switzerland,   Basel, silver rappen bracteates of city under 
Bishop of Basel, issued early 16th century under Sebastian 
Oeder (1532-1560), obv. Basel symbol in curved shield, rev. 
incuse version, (cf.LHS Sale 88, lot v2390, Cahn Wuthr 68).   
Very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $100 

   2042 
  Switzerland,   silver half franc 1850A (KM.8); silver franc 
1851A (KM.9), 1887B (KM.24).   Nearly fi ne; fi ne; extremely 
fi ne.  (3)   

 $150 

     

 2043* 
  Switzerland,   silver two francs, 1904B (KM.21).   Full mint 
bloom with light peripheral toning, uncirculated and rare.    

 $1,500 

     

 2044* 
  Switzerland,   silver fi ve francs, 1874B. Brussels mint. Toned, 
minor scratches, with graffi ti inilials "R.L.  " on reverse, 
otherwise good very fi ne.    

 $150 

   2045 
  Thailand,   Kingdom, silver bullet money, mostly Rama IV 
or unmarked, one-eighth baht (16), one-quarter baht (9), 
half baht, baht (3); standard coinage, half att, 1882, 1899 
(KM.Y.17, 21), half pai, 1874, 1882 (KM.Y.18), att, 1899 
(2) (KM.Y.22), quarter fuang (undated) 1865 (KM.Y.1), two 
att, 1874 (KM.Y.19), one-quarter baht, (undated) 1876-1900 
(KM.Y.33) (2).   The last two coins badly creased, the rest 
fi ne - very fi ne.  (39)   

 $150 

   2046 
  Tibet,   various rulers, silver tankas (2); Nepal, silver mohar; 
China, assorted selection of cash mostly Qing dynasty noted 
10 cash of Hsien Feng (1851-1861), Board of Revenue mint 
(KM.C2-6.1); also China, Northern Sung Dynasty, Emperor 
Hui Zong, (A.D. 1101-1125), fi ve cash (Schjoth 622); Japan 
one mon, four mon and one hundred mon (KM.C.1.1a, C.6a, 
C.7).   Fine - very fi ne.  (41)  

 $100 

   2047 
  Turkey,   para, 1855 (KM.665.1); fi ve para (copper), 1901 (cf. 
KM.743); fi ve kurush, 1845, 1914 (KM.673, 750); twenty 
fi ve kurush, 1897 (KM.735); batches of the following, fi ve 
para (25) (KM.759); ten para (75) (KM.760); twenty para 
(23) (KM.761); forty para (9) (KM.766, 779); jetons (35); 
ten para in copper (9) (KM.744); Iran, rial - twenty rials, 
1960-1970 period (25).   The Iran coins mostly uncirculated, 
the rest fi ne - uncirculated.  (206)  

 $100 

   2048 
  Tuvalu,   Perth Mint, proof one ounce gold plated and 
coloured pure silver one dollar set of fi ve, 2006, International 
Classic Cars.   In case of issue with certifi cate number 323 
of 500, FDC.    

 $150 

   2049 
  Tuvalu,   Perth Mint, proof one ounce coloured pure silver one 
dollar set of fi ve, 2006, International Classic Cars.   In case of 
issue with certifi cate number 592 of 1500, FDC.    

 $100 

   2050 
  U.S.A.,   Indian head cents, 1864 (2) - 1876, 1879 (2) - 1893, 
1895 - 1905 (2), 1906 - 1909 (2), plus replicas of 1877 and 
1909S in mint state.   Some cleaned, fair - good extremely 
fi ne.  (48)   

 $450 

   2051 
  U.S.A.,   one cent, 1888, 1903, 1919S, 1925S (2), others (6) 
(KM.90, 90a, 132, 132a, 201); nickels, 1892, 1899, 1916S 
(KM.112, 134); dimes, 1892, 1917S, 1920S, 1928, others 
(9) (KM.113, 140); quarter dollars (3, poor condition) 
(KM.141, 164); half dollars, 1899, 1918S, 1919S, 1920S, 
1941, 1943S, 1953S, 1954S, 1957D, 1958D, 1960D, 1961D 
(2), 1963D, 1966, 1976 (2) (KM.116, 142, 199, 202a, 205).   
Poor - very fi ne.  (47)   

 $100 

   2052 
  U.S.A.,   shield nickel, 1869; Liberty seated silver quarter 
dollar, 1840; Liberty seated silver half dollar, 1854, 1865S.   
Fine - very fi ne.  (4)   

 $200 

     

 2053* 
  U.S.A.,   Indian head or buffalo nickel, 1920S.   Grey toning, 
very fi ne.   

 $100 
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   2054 
  U.S.A.,   dimes, 1887S, 1918S.   Good very fine; nearly 
uncirculated.  (2)   

 $100 

   2055 
  U.S.A.,   Washington quarter dollar, 1938S.   Light toning, 
uncirculated.     

 $80 

     

 2056* 
  U.S.A.,   Barber head half dollar, 1893S.   Reverse with two 
minor rim bumps and small old scratch, toned, very fi ne 
and scarce.   

 $350 

   2057 
  U.S.A.,   commemorative half dollars, 1893 Columbian 
Exposition, 1925 Stone Mountain Memorial, 1946 Booker 
T Washington, 1952 Booker T. Washington & George 
Washington Carver (KM. - , 157, 198, 200).   Fine - extremely 
fi ne.  (4)   

 $100 

   2058 
  U.S.A.,   silver trade dollars, 1874S (2), 1877S, each with 
several Chinese chopmarks.   Good very fi ne.  (3)   

 $380 

     

 2059* 
  U.S.A.,   Morgan silver dollar, 1887S.   Full mint bloom, 
uncirculated.    

 $120 

   2060 
  U.S.A.,   Morgan silver dollars, 1881S (2), 1882O (2), 
1885O.   All slabbed and graded by Numismatic Guaranty 
Corporation, one of the 1881S is MS62, the other and 
both 1882O coins are MS63 and the last coin is MS64, all 
uncirculated with mint bloom.  (5)  

 $900 

   2061 
  U.S.A.,   proof silver dollars, 1999P Yellowstone, 1999P 
Madison; proof dollar, 1999P Susan B Anthony; proof silver 
dollar joint U.S.A./Iceland set of two, 2000P Leif Ericsen; 
proof sets including State quarter dollar sets, 1999S, 2000S, 
2001S, 2002S; mint set, 1979D; bicentennial three coin set, 
1976D.   In cases of issue with certifi cates, FDC.  (10)  

 $200 

     

 2062* 
  U.S.A.,   Hawaii, King Kalakaua I, silver dollar, 1883.   Deep 
olive and grey iridescent toned uncirculated and very rare 
in this condition.   

 $5,000 

     

 2063* 
  U.S.A.,   Hawaii, King Kalakaua I, silver dollar, 1883.   Good 
fi ne.    

 $350 

 

   2064* 
  Vietnam,   aluminium one dong, 1946 (KM.3).   Nearly 
extremely fi ne.   

 $100 

 

   2065* 
  Vietnam,   bronze two dong, 1946 (KM.4).   Nearly uncirculated 
and rare in this condition.   

 $120 

   2066 
  Zambia,   1901-2001 two coin set in sterling silver, crown 
size issues four thousand kwacha in deluxe box of issue (two 
sets) together with oval coloured 2002 one thousand kwacha 
(crown) of Queen Elizabeth II for golden jubilee.   FDC.  (5)  

 $120 
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   2067 
  World coins,   as British Commonwealth issues, 1945-1964, 
minor coins, all in mint condition, from British Honduras, 
Ceylon, East Africa, Fiji, Ghana, Guernsey, Hong Kong, 
Jamaica, Jersey, Malaya-Borneo, Mauritius, Nigeria, 
Rhodesia-Nyasaland, Seychelles.   Uncirculated.  (60)   

 $200 

   2068 
  World coins,   assortment of minors, 1771-2000, mostly 
late 1800s to 1940s, many silver coins, several extremely 
fi ne, includes Denmark skilling, 1771 (KM.616.1) with 
12-pointed rosette countermark onto numeral 1 at top of 
reverse.   Very good - extremely fi ne.  (155)  

 $150 

   2069 
  World coins,   a selection from 1760s - 1970s, mostly minors, 
includes mainly British Commonwealth, Europe and Middle 
East, a huge variety, noted Poland, fi ve zlotych, 1829FH 
(KM.C.116), scratch marks on obverse at both sides of bust 
near neck, grosz, 1768G (KM.117).   Very good - extremely 
fi ne.  (312)   

 $200 

   2070 
  World coins,   mostly 20th century includes U.S.A dollar 
1897S, 1971D, 1971S proof and half dollar 1978S proof.   
Poor - FDC.  (389)  

 $70 

   2071 
  World coins,   including U.S.A., Peace dollar, 1924 (KM.150); 
Great Britain, proof five shillings, 1951; French Indo 
China, piastre, 1947 (KM.32.2); piastre, 1790 (a modern 
reproduction); Germany, Prussia, three mark, 1911A 
(KM.527); Korea, one thousand won, 1987 (KM.48) 
cased issue with Olympic postage stamps; Great Britain, 
uncirculated coins, 1953, farthing - halfcrown; Britain's fi rst 
decimal coins in folder; a large quantity of minor world coins 
(approx. 3kg).   Poor - uncirculated.  (100s)  

 $100 

   2072 
  World coins,   tokens and banknotes including, France, fi ve 
francs, 1833 (mount removed); New Zealand, Territory 
of Papua New Guinea, shilling, 1935, 1938 (2); U.S.A., 
banknotes, Australia, ten dollars, 1988 (R.310 [2]); Israel, 
U.S.A. Housed in a tin.   Poor - very fi ne.  (100s)  

 $120 

   2073 
  World coins and medalets,   including Australia, halfpenny 
- fl orin, assorted dates; Great Britain, farthings, twopence, 
1797; halfcrowns; four shillings, 1889 (S.3923); badge, 
University Women's Camps for School Girls; Russia, U.S.A.   
Poor - very fi ne.  (151)  

 $120 

   2074 
  World coins,   from 19th and 20th century, mainly from Great 
Britain (38), Fiji, New Zealand, South Africa and New 
Guinea.   Poor - very fi ne.  (70)   

 $70 

   2075 
  World coins,   siver and bronze issues, banknotes, medals and 
badges, including, Australia, halfpenny - crown, fi fty cents; 
Netherlands East Indies, two and a half gulden, 1943; Great 
Britain; banknotes, Australia, one pound (1961) (R.34b); 
fi ve pounds (1960) (R.50); ten pounds (1960) (R.63); one 
dollar (1982) (R.78 [4]); two dollars (1985) (R.89); ten 
dollars (1984) (R.310b); Germany, Japan.   Fair - extremely 
fi ne.  (approx 100)  

 $130 

   2076 
  World coins,   mostly Great Britain and New Zealand issues, 
includes 1887 double fl orin, 1743 roses sixpence (with 
Spink ticket) 1938 halfpennies and pennies, 1905 halfpenny 
with mint red, many coins as singles on card as bought/sold 
in Taurange Numismatic Society meetings, includes two 
banknotes and South Africa silver crown 1947 all in large 
carton.   Very good - uncirculated.  (100s)  

 $400 

 Ex Eric Horwood Collection. 

   2077 
  World coins,   as silver crowns, Austria, trade thaler, 1780SF 
(KM.T.1); Austria/Burgeau, thaler, 1773SC (KM.22); 
Belgium, fi ve francs, 1869, 1872 (KM.24); Canada, dollar, 
1960 (KM.54); Great Britain, crown, 1937 (KM.857); 
Mexico, twenty fi ve pesos, 1968 (KM.479.2) (2); New 
Zealand, proof dollar, 1974 Games (KM.44a) (2); Singapore, 
fi ve dollars, 1973 (KM.10).   Third coin, water affected, the 
rest fi ne - FDC.  (11)  

 $130 

   2078 
  World coins,   assorted crowns, Australia 1937, france 1873A 
(2), Great Britain 1935 (3) and double fl orin 1890.   The last 
fi ne, others nearly extremely fi ne - unciculated.  (7)   

 $150 

   2079 
  World coins,   a mixture of mostly minors pre 1950, several 
silver coins and many King George VI Hong Kong fi ve and 
ten cents, some U.S.A. silver coins, German ten pfennigs, 
1874-1913, and several Chinese Kwangtung Provence 
silver twenty cents (KM.Y26) and other silver coins.   Good 
- extremely fi ne.  (206)   

 $100 

   2080 
  World coins,   mostly modern issues, medalets and banknotes, 
including Australia, mint rolls, one cent, 1978; two cents, 
1976 (7); fi ve cents, 1978; France, Germany, Great Britain, 
Italy.   Good - extremely fi ne.  (100s)  

 $100 

   2081 
  World coins,   an accumulation, includes Australian 
pennies, medalettes, world coins, and tokens.   Very good 
- uncirculated.  (approx 3kgs)   

 $60 

   2082 
  World coins,   an accumulation as a huge assortment, a few 
silver coins noted but mostly base metal.   Stored in a large 
fi le box, very good - extremely fi ne.  (approx 8kgs)   

 $150 
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   2083 
  World coins,   an accumulation with a wide selection of mostly 
base metal coins.   Very good - very fi ne.  (approx 6kgs)   

 $100 

   2084 
  World coins,   issues in silver and bronze, includes proof sets, 
Canada, 1973; Ethiopia, 1977 (KM.PS7); Fiji, 1978 (KM.
PS3 [3]); New Zealand, 1989 (KM.PS31); single, Canada, 
specimen dollars, 1971 (KM.80), 1973 (KM.83); Fiji, proof 
silver dollar, 1970 (KM.33a); New Zealand, dollar, 1980 
(KM.49a).   Uncirculated - FDC.  (10)  

 $120 

   2085 
  World coins,   sets and singles, including Cook Islands, proof 
two-and-half and seven-and-half dollars, set of two (KM.
PS4); Falkland Islands, mint fi fty pence, (undated) 1983 
(KM.19a); Great Britain, proof sets, 1973, 1980, 1983 (KM.
PS29, 36, 43); Iceland, proof set, 1974 (KM.PS2); Jamaica, 
proof sets, 1969, 1976 (KM.PS4, 13); Japan, mint set, 1976 
(KM.MS6); Malawai, mint set, 1971 (KM.MS1); Papua 
New Guinea, proof set, 1975 (KM.PS1); St Helena, proof 
crown, 1978 (KM.7a); St Helena & Ascension, proof fi fty 
pence set of two, 1984 (KM.6a, 12), proof set, 1984 (KM.
PS1); Russia, mint set, 1979 (KM.MS20), 1980 Olympics 
mint one rubles, cased (KM.Y.144, 153.1, 164, 165, 177, 
178); Singapore, proof dollar, 1976 (KM.6a), mint ten 
dollars, 1974 (KM.9.2a), mint sets, 1972, 1977 (KM.MS7, 
13).   Uncirculated - FDC.  (21)  

 $100 

   2086 
  World coins,   as British Commonwealth issues, cased coins, 
Great Britain, proof sets, 1970, 1972, 1973, 1976 (KM.
PS26, 28, 29, 32), mint sets, 1982-1984 (KM.MS103-105), 
fi fty new pence, 1973 (KM.918) case dirty, 1st Decimal 
Coins folder; Ireland, proof one pound, 1990, 2000 (silver) 
(KM.27, cf.31); British Virgin Islands, proof set, 1974 (KM.
PS2) case dirty; Cook Islands, proof set, 1975 (KM.PS8) box 
dirty; cased crowns, Bermuda, 1972, Guernsey, 1972, New 
Zealand, 1976, 1980, Seychelles, 1974, Turks & Caicos 
Islands, 1969 (2), Western Samoa, 1974, 1976 (3), 1977 
(KM.22, 26, 38.2, 49, 20, 1, 18, 20, 24).   In cases of issue, 
uncirculated - FDC.  (25)  

 $100 

   2087 
  World coins,   proof and mint sets, Cook Islands dollar 1972, 
Cyprus proof fi ve hundred mils 1970, France mint sets 1967, 
1970(2), 1971, Israel 1965 proof-like set; New Zealand 
proof dollars 1973, 1974 Games (2), 1975, proof set 1975, 
mint sets 1965, 1967; Papua New Guinea proof ten kina 
1975; Singapore proof set 1974 proof ten dollars 1975; U.S.A 
proof sets 1962, 1976 (3), 1977 (3), Eisenhower dollar 1973, 
1974.   All in packs of issue uncirculated - FDC.  (26)  

 $200 

   2088 
  Modern world coins including Canada,   twenty fi ve cents, 
2007 (2) (KM.682, 683) on Olympic Winter Games coin 
sport cards; Great Britain, crowns, 1951 (2, one maroon case, 
one green case), 1953 (2), 1965 (8, two cased) (KM.880, 894, 
910), twenty fi ve new pence, 1972 (4, one cased), 1977 (5), 
1980 (2, on cards, one faded), 1981 (6, one cased, one on 
card) (KM.917, 920, 921, 925); New Zealand, crown, 1953 
(2, cased) (KM.30), cased dollars, 1969 Cook, 1974 Games 

(5, one uncased), 1978, 1979, 1981, 1986 (KM.40.1, 44, 47, 
48, 50, 56), mint set 1967 (KM.MS2) spotting on packet; 
Western Samoa, cased tala, 1970 Pope (KM.10); Tuvalu, 
ten dollars, 1981 Duke of Edinburgh Award (KM.13) cased; 
U.S.A., proof Olympic Dollar, 1983S (KM.209) on card; two 
other sets of mint coins, Guernsey, one penny - fi fty pence, 
1985, Malaya & British Borneo, fi ve - fi fty cents, 1961; set 
of old & current Thai coins, 1874-1957.   Except for the last 
item, all coins uncirculated - FDC.  (50)  

 $100 

   2089 
  World coins,   modern issues, includes, Hungary, hundred 
forint, 1982 (2) (KM.626); Poland, twenty zlotych, 1979MW 
(KM.99); Romania, hundred lei, 1994 (2) (KM.111); 
Russia, fi ve roubles, 1990, 1991 (KM.241, 272); U.S.A. 
commemorative nickels (5); other world crowns and 
minors (16); New Zealand, fi ve cents, 2004 (very scarce); 
encapsulated coin paperweight issued by Royal Numismatic 
Society of New Zealand and New Zealand Post, contains 
ten cents 2005 and fi ve cents 2004 (both coins very scarce).   
Mostly uncirculated.  (31)  

 $70 

   ISLAMIC COINS 

     

 2090* 
  Abbasid Caliphate,   al-Mahdi, (A.H. 158-169) (A.D. 775-
785), gold dinar, no mint, A.H. 165 = A.D. 781-782, (A.214, 
M.156-7).   Field scratch, otherwise very fi ne and scarce.   

 $280 

   2091 
  Ghaznavids,   Mahmud b. Sebukt-egin as Yemin al-dawla, 
(A.H. 388-421) (A.D. 998-1030), silver four dirhams, 
Anderaba mint, A.H. 389 = A.D. 999, (A.1608, M.766); 
Arab-Sassanian issue, silver hemidrachm of the Muslim 
successors of Tabaristan by anonymous Arab ruler, with 
"Afzut (strong)" instead of governor's name, (PYE 123-143, 
A.H. 158-178, A.D. 774-794), year 136, (A.D. 787).   Nearly 
very fi ne, weak in places; extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $60 

     

 2092* 
  Ghaznavids,   Ibrahim, (Zahir al daulah), (A.H. 451-492) 
(A.D. 1059-1099), gold dinar, Ghazna mint, struck in 
nearly pure yellow gold, A.H. 45X = A.D. 1060's, (A.1637, 
cf.M.790).   Weak in places, otherwise nearly very fi ne and 
rare.   

 $220 
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 2093* 
  Khwarizmshahs (Anushteginids),   ̀Ala al din Mohammad, 
(A.H. 596-617) (A.D. 1200-1220), gold dinar, no mint mark, 
but Nishapur style, A.H. [6]13 = A.D. 1216-7, (A.1712, 
cf.M.902).   Weak with flat areas, slightly off centred, 
otherwise fi ne/good fi ne and rare.     

 $250 

   INDIAN COINS 

   2094 
  Ancient India,   punched marked coinage, Magadha, Mauryan 
and other Empires, (400-100 B.C.), punch marked mostly 
square shaped issues, silver karshapana, usually with set 
of fi ve punch marked symbols on the obverse, both with 
additional marks on the reverse (2); Western satraps, silver 
drachm of Damajada son of Damaseba A.D. 250-255; Great 
Britain half farthing 1844 (S.3951); Great Britain, mid 18th 
century, coin weight for 36/- (for Portuguese four escudos or 
joe) with script S, (Withers 1677).   Mostly very fi ne.  (5)  

 $100 

     

 2095* 
  Kushans,   Vasa Deva I, (c A.D.195-230) gold quarter 
stater (2.0 grams).   Good very fi ne and extremely rare as a 
variant.   

 $500 

 Ex Thomas V. Holland Collection (Noble Numismatics Sale 62, lot 713) 

MOGUL

     

 2096* 
  Akbar,   (A.H. 963-1014, A.D. 1556-1605), silver rupee, 
Dawal Bundar mint, not dated, Ardibehest month, (KM.93.9, 
PML 346).   Good very fi ne and extremely rare.   

 $2,000 

 The type for this mint is listed in only the Lahore catalogue and is not 
present in any of the other major published catalogues. The mint is located 
in the province of Sind and was an old river port. Whitehead claimed that 
it was issued in probably RY 42 but this does not seem substituated by the 
illustration or the text, however other examples are known with the RY 
42. The mint of Dewal Bandar or Dewal as it was fi rst read was published 
in a paper called "Some Novelties in Mughal Coins' published in the 
Numismatic Chronicle in 1896 and it was present then in only the White 
King Collection. 

     

 2097* 
  Jahangir and Nur Jahan,   (A.H. 1014-1037), (A.D. 1605-
1628), silver rupee, Patna mint with Nur Jahan, 1037 RY 
22; (11.35 grams), (KM.168.5, $120 VF).   Good very fi ne 
and very scarce.    

 $120 

 A very scarce issue limited to only six mints for only a couple of years 
struck in the name of the Empress Nur Jahan "by authority of the Emperor 
Jahangir". 

     

 2098* 
  Jahandar Shah,   (A.H. 1124), (A.D.1712), silver rupee, (11.37 
grams), struck at Khujista Bunyad mint, issued A.H. 1124 
(A.D. 1712), Regnal year 1, obv. Jahandar name at top, date 
to lower centre, rev. mint name at bottom, Regnal year centre 
right, (KM.363.16, IMC 1718).   Very fi ne and rare.    

 $120 

 Ex Robert Senior, England, list 6, No.207 ( 45). 

NATIVE STATES

     

 2099* 
  Kishangarh,   gold third mohur in the name of Muhammad 
Shah, (A.H. 1131-1161, A.D. 1719-1748), date off fl an, 
(3.56 grams), (cf.KM.17 [Shah Alam II, mohur]).   Extremely 
fi ne, extremely rare.    

 $250 

 Ex Noble Numismatics Auction Sale 79 (lot 3775). 

     

 2100* 
  Hyderabad,   Sikandar Jah (A.H. 1218-1244, A.D. 1803-
1829), in name of Muhammad Akbar II (A.H.1221-1253 
A.D. 1806-1837), silver nazarana rupee, year 16/15, A.H. 
1237; (KM.C48a).   Nearly extremely fi ne and an unlisted 
over-date for the RY.   

 $600 
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 2101* 
  Hyderabad,   Sikandar Jah (A.H. 1218-1244, A.D. 1803-
1829), in name of Muhammad Akbar II (A.H.1221-1253 
A.D. 1806-1837), silver nazarana rupee, year 16, A.H. 1237; 
(KM.C48a).   Good very fi ne and rare.   

 $500 

     

 2102* 
  Maratha Independent Kingdom,   silver rupee, c.1765-6, from 
the mints of Bagalkot, in the name of Shah Alam II, dated 
AH [117]9, (KM.84, Maheshwari & Wiggins T2 [p.45]).   
Extremely fi ne.   

 $80 

     

 2103* 
  Mysore,   Krishna Raja Wodeyar, (A.H.1214-1285), (A.D. 
1799-1868), gold pagoda, (3.423 grams), obv. Shiva and 
Parvati seated facing, rev. three lined Brahmi legend "Sri 
Krishna ra ja", (KM.210, M.1024-5).   Extremely fi ne.    

 $150 

   2104 
  Native States,   Mewar, silver rupees (2), Udaipur mint, (1858-
1920) (KM.Y.11); Hyderabad, Afzal Ad-Daula, (A.H. 1273-
1285) (A.D.1857-1869), silver rupee, 1280/7 (1864-5) (KM.
Y.6); another Mir Mahmud Ali Khan II, (A.H. 1285-1329) 
(A.H. 1868-1911), silver rupee 1294 (1878) (KM.Y.17); East 
India Company, Bombay Presidency, Machine struck issue, 
Surat Mint type, but struck at Bombay 1832-1835 (mint 
name Surat), in the name of Shah Alam II (A.H.1173-1221, 
A.D. 1759-1806), Regnal Year 46, with complete impression 
of die and the date A.H.1215 (A.D. 1800), silver rupee, edge 
plain, (Pr. 286, KM.220); Iran, Muhammad Shah (A.H. 
1250-1264) (A.D. 1834-1848), silver kran, Tabriz mint A.H. 
1254 (1838-9), (KM.797.9).   Fine - extremely fi ne.  (6)  

 $100 

EAST INDIA COMPANY

     

 2105* 
  Madras Presidency,   Indian Style Coinage, Hindu System, 
gold star pagoda, c.1740-1807, struck at Madras mint, 
obv. crude half standing fi gure of a deity, rev. fi ve pointed 
star within dotted borders, (Pr. 9, KM. 303).   Extremely 
fi ne, scarce.   

 $250 

 The design for this coinage was determined in 1740 and declared the standard 
pagoda of Madras 9th April 1741. Referred to in the Company's records 
as the 'Madras current or star pagoda'. This coin type was proclaimed as 
coinage by Gov. King in 1800 in New South Wales. 

   2106* 
  Madras Presidency,   Indian Style Coinage, Hindu System, 
gold star pagoda, c.1740-1807, struck at Madras mint, 
obv. crude half standing fi gure of a deity, rev. fi ve pointed 
star within dotted borders, (Pr. 9, KM. 303). Extremely 
fi ne, scarce. 

$250

See note above. This coin type was proclaimed as coinage by Gov.   King in 
1800 in New South Wales.   

       

 2107* 
  Madras Presidency, Indian Style Coinage, Hindu System, gold 
pagoda, c.1740-1807, struck at Fort St. George (Madras) 
mint, obv. three standing half fi gure deities, (representing 
Vishnu as Venkatesvara and his two wives, Sridevi and 
Bhudevi), rev. granulated, (Pr.3B, KM. 304).   Extremely fi ne 
and rare.   

 $250 

 The issues commenced about 1691 with three full facing fi gures but in 1740 
the style changed to three half fi gures, similar in style to the star pagoda.  

   2108 
  Madras Presidency, Indian Style Coinage, Hindu System, gold 
pagoda, c.1740-1807, struck at Fort St. George (Madras) 
mint, obv. three standing half fi gure deities, (representing 
Vishnu as Venkatesvara and his two wives, Sridevi and 
Bhudevi), rev. granulated, (Pr.3B, KM. 304).   Extremely fi ne 
and rare.  (2)  

 $450 

 See note above.  
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 2109* 
  Madras Presidency,   European Style Coinages, Second Issue, 
1808, silver half pagoda, obv. Gopuram of a temple with 9 
stars each side, around in English, HALF PAGODA, in large 
letters, small buckled garter below, small dot to r. and centre 
of A, rev. deity Vishnu standing surrounded by dotted circles, 
ribbon ending in star, in native text 'half a fl ower (or star) 
pagoda', (Pr. 169, KM. 353).   Good very fi ne and scarce.   

 $1,500 

 Ex Spink Australia Sale 11 (lot 1217) and Colin E. Pitchfork Collection, 
Noble Numismatics Sale 48 (lot 2002) with ticket. 

   2110 
  British India,   rupee, 1880 (KM.492), Madras Presidency, 
ten cash, 1803 (KM.319); China, Chihli Province, Pei Yang 
dollar, 1900 (KM.73); Peru, quarter peso, 1823 (KM.138).   
The second coin with some mint red, very fi ne - good very 
fi ne.  (4)  

 $120 

     

 2111* 
  Dutch India,   Negapatnam, copper one stuiver c.1695, obv. 
God facing, rev. Tamil inscription, 28.53 grams, (KM.29, 
Scholten 1244).   Toned, good very fi ne and very rare.   

 $100 

     

 2112* 
  East India Company,   Bengal Presidency, Claude Martin, 
copper medal, AE 26, not dated but struck in 1796, obv 
bust of Major General Claude Martin to left, around 
LABORE ET CONSTANTIA C.L.M. below, rev. Urdu 
inscription (honoured in the State, exalted in the Kingdom, 
distinguished noble General Claude Martin, the brave, 
courageous in battle), (Puddester 796.1.1, BHM 424B).   
Very fi ne and rare.    

 $100 

 Puddester notes an issue of 4032. Vice has shown that these coins are not 
medals but tokens and the contract was given to the Soho mint. Conrad 
Kuchler designed the bust. Later the contract was awarded to Alexander 
McKenzie. 

     

 2113* 
  India,   The La Martiniere-Lucknow silver medal, 38mm, 
by Magha, obv. bust of General Martin to right, around  
LABORE ET CONSTANTIA (By toil and perseverance), 
rev. around LA MARTINIERE COLLEGE, LUCKNOW, in 
centre, PRESENTED TO, (Puddester 836.2.1).   Minor edge 
knocks, toned, nearly extremely fi ne and very rare.   

 $200 

 Puddester notes that this has the bust of Martin copied from that of Wyon. 
The medal appears to have been given in the late 1800's and perhaps early 
1900's. The only silver version of this medal seen by Puddester was in 
the collection of a relative of N.L.Roy who runs a shop in Lucknow. He 
subsequently discusses the manufacturer. Pudester notes medal as RRR.   

   2114  
  India,   a commemorative badge made as a brooch with 
obverse legend incuse and in Urdu and dated AH 1288 (1870) 
with a silver surround of rays like a sun.   Very fi ne.     

 $100 

   2115 
  India,   a modern fantasy as a uniface strike of the reverse of 
a William IV, double mohur stuck in a nickel type metal (cf.
KM TS2 for type).   Extremely fi ne.   

 $70 

   WORLD  HISTORICAL  MEDALS 

     

 2116* 
  Austria,   Relief of Vienna from Turks, 1683, in silvered bronze 
(39mm), obverse, battle scene, soldiers in background, Fame 
above blowing trumpet, reverse, 10-line inscription.   Good 
very fi ne.    

 $100 

   2117 
  Austria,   Siege of Ofen, 1686, in bronze (40mm), obverse, 
soldiers in foreground as cannon balls fl y into the city, 
smoke rising up and billowing into a crown, at top, "HOS 
FORNAX ARDET IN VSVS", reverse, 12-line inscription.   
Extremely fi ne.    

 $90 
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 2118* 
  Austria,   Coronation of Joseph I as King of Romans, 1690, 
in gilt bronze, obverse, half fi gure of Joseph I in coronation 
robes facing, reverse, Joseph I kneeling in prayer, rays above, 
in exergue, "Joseph.I.D.G.ELECT.ET / CORON.REX.
ROMAN. / AUG.VIND.MDCXC.  " Good very fi ne.   

 $90 

    

 

lot 2119

 2119* 
  Austria,   Francis I and Maria Theresa, large gilt medal, 
59mm by P(eter) Keiserwerth (obverse) and I.D.F (reverse), 
commemorating the establishment of Frontier Forces in 
Transylvania, in 1762, obv. cojoined busts of Franz I and 
Maria Theresa to right, rev.   view of frontier walls with 
reclining female fi gure resting on a shield, she below a tree 
with eagle and helmet on branches, in exergue SECVRITAS 
DACIAE MDCCLXII (1762), Minor surface marks in fi eld, 
otherwise extremely fi ne, scarce.   

 $150 

 Peter Keiserwerth was a coin engraver at the Vienna mint 1765-1793, and 
a pupil of M.Donner. 

    

 

 2120* 
  Austria,   Francis I and Maria Theresa, large silver medal, 
46mm by A. Widemann, commemorating the visit to 
Innsbruck in connection with the marriage of Archduke 
Leopold with Princes Marie Louise of Spain in 1765, obv. 
busts of Franz I, Maria Theresa, Joseph II and Maria Josefa 
of Bavaria, rev. view of city through archway, ADVENTVS 
AVGGGG OENIPONTVM around, in exergue, details, XV 
Jul. MDCCLXV (1765).   Minor edge knocks on face of Franz, 
otherwise extremely fi ne, scarce.   

 $150 

 Anton Franz Widemann was Chief Engraver at the Vienna mint 1769-1778, 
who sometimes signed his name as Wideman. 
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   2121* 
  Austria,   Maria Theresa commemorative, 1777, in 
bronze(49mm) by A.Guillemard, obverse, bust of M.Theresa 
right, reverse, female and male dieties one holding caduceus 
and both holding wreath aloft, at top, "Agricvltvrae Et 
Artivm Incremento", in exergue, "Societas Institvta Mediol 
/ MDCCLXXVII.  " A few tone spots, good very fi ne.   

 $90 

   2122 
  Austria,   Joseph II, undated, in bronze (40mm) by Widemann, 
obverse, bust of Joseph II, reverse, globe, crossed sword and 
spade, sprigs of leaves, clouds around, all-seeing eye above, 
at top, "VIRTVTE ET EXEMPLO".   Some mint red, small 
dark spot in obverse fi eld, extremely fi ne.    

 $80 

    

 

lot 2123

 2123* 
  Austria,   Leopold II Coronation Medal, 1790, in silver 
(47mm) by Reich, obverse, uniformed bust of Leopold II left, 
reverse, Leopold II enthroned at left receiving crown from 
kneeling man with Ares behind him, "Dignissimo" above 
and in exergue, "In Mo. Octob. / 1790".   A few edge bumps 
otherwise good very fi ne.   

 $150 

   2124 
  Austria,   Peter Leopold Archduke of Austria, undated, 
c.1790-1792, in cast iron (45mm) obverse, Leopold bust 
right, reverse, palm tree with small circular fence around, 
legend, "HIC LABOR HIC REQVIES"; Francis II, died 2 
March 1835, in bronze (33mm), obverse, bust of Francis 
right, reverse, 10-line inscription, Leopold of Austria and 
M Louise of Spain, wedding celebrations, 22 July 1765, in 
bronze (28mm), obverse, busts of Leopold and M.Louise 
facing, reverse, two fi gures holding shields; Maria Theresa 
homage to Francis II, 1747, in gilt bronze (25mm) obverse, 
upright lion holding double bar cross and shield, reverse, 
crown and sprays above 8-line inscription; Coronation 
of Franciscus I, 1745, in gilt bronze (25mm) obverse, 
coronation altar and regalia, symbol above, reverse, crown 
above 7-line inscription; Coronation of Joseph II, 1764, in 
gilt bronze, globe, crossed sword and spade, sprigs of leaves, 
clouds around, all-seeing eye above, at top, "VIRTVTE ET 
EXEMPLO", reverse, crown above 8-line inscription.   First 
medal has an edge nick at 4-o'clock, fi ne - good very fi ne.  
(6)  

 $150 

   2125 
  Austria,   Coronation of Franciscus I, undated (1794), in 
bronze (48mm), obverse, bust of Franciscus I right, reverse, 
coronation altar with various coronation regalia, all-seeing 
eye above, around top, "Deo Et Imperio".   Good very fi ne.    

 $70 

    

 

  2126* 
  Austria,   Francis II, an Austrian Emperor Franz I 1806-
1835, silver medal, 25mm, 1804, unsigned, obv. head with 
laurel wreath to right FRANCISCVS ROME ET AVSTRIAE 
IMP, Rev. between crossed palm branches, HILARITAS / 
PVBLICA / VI ID DEC / MDCCCIV, around OB AVSTRIAM 
H R IMP DIGNITATE ORNATAM, (Monte Nuovo 2336, 
Julius 3041); Italy, Venice, Alois Mocenigo II (1700-1709), 
silver eighty soldi for Dalmatia and Albania, obv. the Doge 
kneeling before St. Mark, rev. lion left holding olive-branch, 
(Pa. 21).   Extremely fi ne; fi ne, both rare.  (2)   

 $150 
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 2127* 
  Austria,   Johann Kempen, Baron of Fichtenstamm, fi fty years 
of honour to the kingdom, 1809-1859, in bronze (80mm), 
by Jauner K.K.Hof Graveur, obverse, uniformed bust of 
Kempen left, reverse, three seated symbolic fi gures with 
the legend, "Funzig Jahre An That Und Ehre Reich", at the 
base "1809 1859".   A few small verdigris spots on obverse 
otherwise, good very fi ne.    

 $100 

    

 

 2128* 
  Austria,   Coronation Medal, Ferdinand I, 1838, in silver 
(51mm) by L.Manfredini F, obverse, laureate head of 
Ferdinand I right, legend "Ferdinandus.I.D.G.Austriae.
Imperator.Longob.Et.Venet.Rex.Recta.Tveri", reverse, 
coronation scene, legend "Corona.Ferrea.Fauste.Feliciter.
Inaugurato", in exergue "Longobardi.Vendique / Mens.
Sept.A.MDCCCXXXVIII".   Beautiful blue toning, extremely 
fi ne.   

 $100 

     

 2129* 
  Austria,   Franz Joseph I, tribute to veterans, in white metal, 
1848-1853, obverse, bust of Franz Joseph I left, around, 
battle campaigns each within laurel wreath, reverse, angel 
left holding palm branch, arm out above battle scene with 
trophy of arms in foreground.   Nearly extremely fi ne.    

 $80 
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 2130* 
  Austria,   award medal in gold (14ct, 13.2gms, 36mm) with 
ball mount at top, engraved on reverse 'Welt - Championat 
Oest Athl Union Wien 1910 / Beidarmig / Stossen / 
Hochstgew'.   Extremely fi ne.   

 $600 

    

 

 2131* 
  Belgium,   Liege Centenary, 1830-1930, in silver (70mm x 
55mm) obverse, female left with hand above DC generator, 
by J.Brouns, reverse, half-fi gure of Zenobe Gramme, 1826-
1901, inventor of the DC generator, by Adelin Salle, Liege.   
extremely fi ne.   

 $100 

   2132 
  Belgium,   50th Anniversary of Independence / National 
Exposition, 1880, in white metal (47mm) edge bumps and 
indentation spot on reverse; Germany, God Help in Struggle 
for Germany's Unity, 1894, Bismark / Wilhelm II, in silver 
(35mm) edge nicks and bumps; Golden Wedding of Wilhelm 
and Augusta, by Ludwig Loewe, Berlin Trade Exhibit, 1879 
in bronze (38mm); Friedrich German Emperor King of 
Prussia / Wilhelm II German Emperor, undated, in bronze 
(22mm); Friedrich Memorial Medal, 1888, in bronze (38mm) 
(2, both different varieties one with pierced suspension hole); 
Past, Present and Future from Allen Schoepfe, date illegible, 
in gilt bronze (36mm); France, Henri IIII King of France / 
Louis XVIII King of France, by Eug. Dubois, undated in 
silver (17mm); Napoleon / Tomb of Napoleon, 1853, in 
brass (22.5mm); Michaelangelo medal, undated, restrike in 
gilt bronze (34mm); Leonardo da Vinci medal, undated, in 
copper (25mm); Papal Medals, Pius IX, Pius XI, Pius XII, 
John Paul II (6, four in silver); Hindu goddess medal in silver 
(38mm) cased; various minor medals, religious (6), others 
(5).   Very good - FDC.  (33)  

 $100 

   2133 
  Belgium,   Meeting D'Aviation, Bukavu (Republic of Congo), 
12-1-1958 in bronze (70mm) in Fisch, Brussels box; France, 
Napoleon Waterloo medal in bronze (42mm) by Emile Rogat 
(1770-1852) made for the English market (cased); Eiffel 
Tower tour medal 1889 in bronze (42mm) by Usines; U.S.A., 
Panama-Pacifi c International Exposition San Francisco 1915 
award medal in bronze (70mm).   Extremely fi ne for the fi rst 
three, the last very fi ne with edge bruising.  (4)   

 $100 

   2134 
  France,   Saving of Germania, 1664, in bronze (41mm) by 
Mavger, obverse, Louis XIIII head right, reverse, Victory 
amid trophy of arms, palm in left hand, laurel wreath in 
right.   Nearly extremely fi ne.    

 $90 

     

 2135* 
  France,   Louis XIIII, the new Ordinances instituted, 1667, in 
bronze (41mm) by J.Mavger, obverse, head of Louis XIIII 
right, reverse, the King seated holding the scales of justice 
and dispensing justice to a citizen handing over his sword, 
at top, "Litium Series Rescissae", in exergue, "Novo Codice 
Lato / M.DC.LXVII.  " Extremely fi ne.    

 $90 

   2136 
  France,   Paving the city of Paris, 1669, in bronze (41mm) by 
J.Mavger, obverse, Louis XIIII head right, reverse, female 
facing, head right, holding a levelling triangle and hand 
resting on cart wheel, all on a cobblestone street.   Extremely 
fi ne.   

 $90 
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   2137 
  France,   Louis XIIII, Battle Victory, 1672, in bronze (41mm) 
by J.Mavger, obverse, head of Louis XIIII right, reverse, 
Fame holding laurel wreath over Providence, trophy of 
arms behind, around top, "Providentia Victrix", in exergue, 
"Horrea Et Armamentaria / Ubique Constituta / M.DC.
LXXII.  " Small edge nick at 1 o'clock on obverse, extremely 
fi ne.   

 $90 

   2138 
  France,   Victory over the Germans, 1674, in bronze (41mm) 
by J.Mavger, obverse, Louis XIV head right, reverse, Victory 
facing holding laurel wreath aloft and palm branch in her left 
hand and standing on opponents shield.   Extremely fi ne.   

 $90 

   2139 
  France,   Wedding of Louis de Bourbon of Burgundy and 
Maria Adelaide de Savoie, 1697, in bronze (40mm) by 
Mavger, obverse, head of King Louis XIV right, reverse, 
facing heads of Louis and Maria.   Small spot of verdigris on 
obverse otherwise good very fi ne.    

 $90 

     

 2140* 
  France,   Louis XV, goddess schooling young King, 1719, in 
bronze (41mm) by Du Vivier, obverse, uniformed bust of 
Louis XV right, reverse, young King standing beside seated 
goddess with learning aids around, legend, "Tali Se Dea 
Jaetat Alumno", in exergue, "M.DCC.XIX".   Extremely 
fi ne.    

 $90 

     

 2141* 
  France,   Louis XV, negotiations with Turkey, 1721, in bronze 
(40mm) by DuVivier, obverse, bust of Louis XV right, 
reverse, King standing in front of throne chair on platform 
while being addressed by Turkish envoy, around, "Spendor 
Nominis Gallici", in exergue, "Orator Imp. Turcarum / 
M.DCC.XXI".   A few minor surface spots, imked number 
in reverse fi eld, good very fi ne.   

 $90 

     

 2142* 
  France,   Louis XV, AE medal, 41mm, 1726 by Jean Du 
Vivier, commemorating the removal of maxims of Louis 
XIV, obv. head of Louis XV, rev. around EWXEMPLAR 
REGNI, in exergue, AVITUM REGIMEN RESTITUTUM, 
MDCCXXVII, Louis XV receiving globe from Minerva, 
above medallion of Louis XIV with winged herald showing 
renoucing of maxims with a trumpet, (Nocq, H., "Les 
DuVivier (1911)" No.87).   Very fi ne and scarce.   

 $100 

     

 2143* 
  France,   Louis XV, Hercules Museum, 1728, in bronze 
(41mm) by Du Vivier, obverse, bust of Louis XV right, 
reverse, Hercules facing holding harp, around artefacts, 
globes, books, at top, "Hercules Musarum", in exergue, 
"M.DCC.XXVIII.  " Inked number in fi eld at top reverse, 
good extremely fi ne.    

 $90 

   2144 
  France,   Louis XV, revenge for Alsatia, 1744, in bronze 
(41mm) obverse, head of Louis XV right, reverse, soldier 
wearing laurel wreath, cherub at right holding palm branch, 
wreath and keys, female at left dropping petals in his path, 
shield behind her, around top, "Vindix Alsatiae", in exergue, 
"Signis A Scaldi / Ad Rhenum Conversis / M.DCC.XLIV.  " 
Weak strike of "LUD" in obverse legend, inked number in 
reverse fi eld, extremely fi ne.   

 $90 

   2145 
  France,   First Stone of the Facade of St Eustace, 1753, in 
bronze (41mm) by B.Du Vivier, obverse, Louise Philippe bust 
left, reverse, crowned urn, horn, crossed quivers, decorative 
cord and drops, D.O.M. below and 5-line inscription below.   
Good very fi ne.   

 $80 
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 2146* 
  France,   Louis XV, agreement (Family Compact) between 
France and Spain, 1761, in bronze (41mm) by J DuVivier, 
obverse, bust of Louis XV right, reverse, two semi naked 
figures with spears shaking hands, around, "Perpetva 
Consanguinitatis Fides", in exergue, "Galliae Et Hispanae 
/ Foedes / MDCCLXI".   One spot of verdigris on reverse, 
penned number in fi eld, extremely fi ne.   

 $90 

   2147 
  France,   Marriage of the Comte de Provence, 1771, in bronze 
(41mm) by B.Du Vivier, obverse, Louis XV head right, 
reverse, two shields on a nuptial altar with laurel spray 
between.   Extremely fi ne.   

 $90 

   2148 
  France,   Coronation of Louis XV, 1772, in bronze (40mm) 
by Du Vivier, obverse, bust of Louis XV in coronation robes 
right, reverse, Louis XV in coronation robes facing, head 
to right.   Number written in ink in obverse fi eld, extremely 
fi ne.   

 $90 

   2149 
  France,   French Confederation, 1790, in bronze (35mm) by 
Gatteaux, obverse, allegorical fi gures around victory altar, 
reverse, "Confederation / Des / Francois", wreath around, 
in exergue, "A Paris Le 14 Juillet / 1790"; Death of Marie 
Antoinette, 1793, in white metal (33mm), obverse, bust of 
Marie Antoinette right, reverse, inscription, "Immolee / Par 
Les Factieux / Le 16.Oct.1793 / Pleures Et / Vences La!"; 
Jeton of Louis XVI, c.1790s, in silvered bronze (27mm) by 
Reich, obverse, bust of Louis XVI left, reverse, King seated 
on throne, cherub above, at top, "Dignissimo", in exergue, 
"Jetton".   Very fi ne - good very fi ne.  (3)  

 $100 

    

 

 2150* 
  France,   French Revolutionary Medal, Louis XVI, execution 
commemorative, 1793, in white metal (46mm), obverse, half 
fi gure of Louis XVI left, legend "Lud.XVI.Rex.Galliae Natus 
23 August.1754", reverse, trophy of arms and soldier with 
spear over wild dog with left paw on decapitated head of 
Louis XVI, legend, "Vindicta Nefandi Criminis", in exergue 
"Denatus.21.IAN. / 1793".   A few edge nicks otherwise 
nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $100 

    

 

 2151* 
  France,   Laying of fi rst stone of National Column in tribute 
to defenders of the French people, 14 July 1800, in bronze 
(41mm) by Du Vivier, obverse, bust of Napoleon Bonaparte 
right, 4-line inscription below, reverse, 7-line inscription.   
Extremely fi ne.   

 $100 
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 2152* 
  France/Italy,   Napoleon's victory at the Battle of Wagram, 
1809, in bronze (42mm) by L.Manfredi, obverse, head of 
Napoleon right wearing decorated headband, reverse, winged 
Victory half right.   One small spot of verdigris at obverse left 
edge, good very fi ne and scarce.    

 $150 

    

 

 2153* 
  France,   Wedding of Napoleon Bonaparte and Archduchess 
Maria Louise, offi cial wedding ceremony, 1 April 1810, 
in bronze (48mm) by Claude Mercie, obverse, heads of 
Napoleon and Maria left with wreath around, reverse, robed 
female holding tablet resting on a fl aming nuptial altar.   Die 
crack from bottom edge on reverse, extremely fi ne.   

 $100 

   2154 
  France,   Louis Antoine Duke of Angouleme, 1815, in bronze 
(40mm) by Andrieu, obverse, Duke's head left, obverse, chair 
and desk, legend, "S.A.R. Preside Le College Electoral De 
La Gironde", in exergue, "Aout MDCCCXV / Vote Par La 
/ C.E.".   Extremely fi ne.    

 $90 

   2155 
  France,   Re-establishment of the statue of Henry IV, undated, 
in bronze (32mm) by Raymond Gayrad, obverse, busts of 
Henry IV and Louis XVIII right, reverse, 8-line inscription.   
Small spot of verdigris at bottom left edge of obverse, traces 
of mint red, extremely fi ne.   

 $90 

   2156 
  France,   Series of Great French Men by Galerie Metallique, 
Pierre Abailard, 1079-1142, in bronze (41mm) by Gayrard 
(1817); L'Abbe Suger, 1082-1552, in bronze (41mm) by 
Depaulis (1820); Francois Rabelais, 1483-1553, in bronze 
(1818).   Good very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (3)   

 $150 

   2157 
  France,   Series of Great French Men by Galerie Metallique, 
Michel De Montaigne, 1533-1592, in bronze (41mm) by 
Gatteaux (1817); J.Francois Regnard, 1447-1529, in bronze 
(41mm) by Dubois (1818); Espirit Flechier, 1632-1710, 
in bronze (41mm) by Domard (1820).   Good very fi ne - 
extremely fi ne.  (3)   

 $150 

   2158 
  France,   Series of Great French Men by Galerie Metallique, 
Rene Descartes, 1596-1650, in bronze (41mm) by Galle 
(1819); Alan Rotrou, 1609-1650, in bronze (41mm) by 
Masson (1818); Nicolas Poussin, 1594-1665, in bronze 
(41mm) by Dubois (1817).   Good very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  
(3)   

 $150 

   2159 
  France,   Series of Great French Men by Galerie Metallique, 
F.Eudes De Mezeray, 1610-1683, in bronze (41mm) by 
Caunois (1817); Clement Marot, 1495-1544, in bronze 
(41mm) by Gayrard (1818); J.Auguste De Thou, 1553-1617, 
in bronze (41mm) by Gayrard (1817).   Extremely fi ne.  (3)   

 $150 

   2160 
  France,   Series of Great French Men, by Galeri Metallique, 
Pierre Mignard, 1610-1695, in bronze (41mm) by Domard 
(1817); Jean De La Fontaine, 1621-1695, in bronze (41mm) 
by E.Gatteaux (1816); Louis Bourdaloue, 1632-1704, in 
bronze (41mm) by Vivier (1820).   Very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  
(3)  

 $150 

   2161 
  France,   Series of Great French Men by Galerie Metallique, 
Alexis Peron, 1689-1773, in bronze (41mm) by Masson 
(1817); C.Simon Favart, 1710-1793, in bronze (41mm) by 
Vivier (1818); J.Rodolphe Perronet,1708-1794, in bronze 
(41mm) by Dubois (1821).   Extremely fi ne.  (3)  

 $150 
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   2162 
  France,   Series of Great French Men by Galerie Metallique, 
Gaspard Monge, 1746-1818, in bronze (41mm) by Gatteaux 
(1822); C.F.Chasseboeuf De Volney, 1757-1820, in bronze 
(41mm) by Caque.   Good very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (2)   

 $100 

   2163 
  France,   Ferdinand Philippe Louis, Duke of Orleans, laying 
at rest, 1842, in gilt bronze (36mm) by Borrel, obverse, head 
of Duke of Orleans right, reverse, legend, "Ne A Palermo Le 
37bre 1810. Mort A Neiully Le 13 Juillet 1842.", inscription 
in centre, "Translation / Des Restes Mortels / De S.A.R. Le 
Duc D'Orleans / A Notre Dame De Paris / Le 30 Juillet / A 
Deux Le 4 Aout.  " Surface cracking, particularly on obverse, 
otherwise good very fi ne.   

 $50 

   2164 
  France,   Inauguration of Chapel St Ferdinand in memory of 
Duke D'Orleans, 11 July 1843, in bronze (26mm) by Borrel, 
obverse, Ferdinand Philippe Louis, Duke of Orleans head 
right, reverse, chapel; Birth of Napoleon IV Prince Imperial, 
16 March 1856, in bronze (24mm) by Borrel; Louis Philippe 
1er King of France / Marie Amelie Queen of France, undated, 
in bronze (17mm), obverse, King's head right, reverse, 
Queen's head left; Louis XVI jeton in brass (21mm), undated, 
obverse, Louis XVI half length fi gure left, reverse, Minerva 
half facing right, legend, "Armis Nunc Tota", in exergue, 
"Lajer".   Very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (4)  

 $120 

     

 2165* 
  France,   Louis Philippe I, gilding technique commemorative, 
1844, in silver and gilt (37mm) by Barre, obverse in silver, 
head of Louis Philippe I left, reverse in gilt, fi gures of Courage 
and Humanity holding laurel wreath above an oval tablet 
inscribed in declaration that the gilding technique used for 
this medal was done in the presence of the Queen of France 
by Charles Christofl e.   Good extremely fi ne.   

 $100 

 Charles Christofl e acquired the patent for gold plating and was the producer 
of gold and silver plated tableware to the aristocracy and jeweller to King 
Louis Philippe I and the Orleans family. 

   2166 
  France,   Insurgency of 22-24 February 1848, in bronze 
(24mm) by Alphee, obverse, Liberty capped head right, 
reverse, inscription; Promulgation of new French Republic 
constitution, 12 November 1848, in bronze (26mm) by 
Gayrard, obverse, head of Liberty wearing laurel wreath 
left, reverse, inscription; presentation medal in bronze 
(26mm), obverse, Napoleon and Maria Louisa head right, 
reverse, wreath around edge, centre plain.   Very fi ne - nearly 
uncirculated.  (3)  

 $100 

   2167 
  France,   Laying and Commemoration of Foundation Stone of 
the Hotel of the Ain District, 6 September 1855, in bronze 
(50mm) by Barre, obverse, head of Napoleon III left, legend 
"Napoleon III Empereur", reverse, inscription, "6 Septembre 
1855. / Pose et Benediction / De La Premiere Pierre / De 
L'Hotel De Prefecture / De L'Ain / Mon. Le Comte F. De 
Goetlogon / Prefet De L'Ain / Mr. Chalendon, eveque de 
Belley / Mr. Le Comte De Jonage / President / Du Conseil 
General.  " Good very fi ne.    

 $100 

   2168 
  France,   .925 fi ne silver jeton (40mm), Casino de Chamonix, 
Mont Blanc, stamped "421", fi ne milled edge, for 500 
(francs) as a gambling chit.   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $100 

     

 2169* 
  Germany,   Frederich William, Elector of Brandeburg, 
1648-88, in silver (17mm), obverse, Frederich William on 
horseback right, at top, "Elector Brandebvrg", reverse, 
faces blowing wind at each side of column, at top, "Non 
Electvr".   Very fi ne.   

 $60 

   2170 
  Germany,   commemorative festival medal, undated, in bronze 
(diamond shape 32mm), obverse, two adults and six children, 
arms raised towards heavenly rays, at top, "Wan Sie Koch 
Reden / Wil Ich Horen. Es.65.", in exergue, "Avgspvrgischer 
/ Rindler Frie / Dens Fest", reverse, 4-line inscription; France, 
Italian Independence Alliance, 1859, in bronze (23mm) with 
suspension loop, obverse, facing heads of Napoleon III and 
Emmanuelle II in cameos, eagle above, lion and shield below, 
reverse, 6-line inscription inside wreath, legend around, 
"Alliance Franco Sarde Pour L'Independance L'Italia"; 
Venetia, medal in bronze (43mm), obverse, winged lion left, 
holding sword, reverse, cross, above, "In Hoc Signo Tvta", 
below, "Palma", legend around.   The last medal is holed near 
lion's back leg, very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (3)  

 $90 

     

 2171* 
  Germany,   Bavaria, Ottoneuren 1200 years commemorative 
medal, 1864, in 900 fi ne gold (26mm), weight 10.47 grams.   
Matt fi nish, uncirculated.   

 $400 

 Ex T.V. Holland Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 74 (lot 3808).  Tom 
Holland was privileged to be a member of the choir in this town during his 
tenure there. 
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   2172 
  Germany,   gold medal commemorating Graf Zeppelin fl ight of 
1929, 22mms, 900 fi ne, weight 6.50 grams.   Uncirculated.    

 $200 

   2173 
  Germany,   gold medal to commemorate 800 years of Leipzig, 
(900 fi ne), 6.9 grams.   Uncirculated.   

 $250 

   2174* 
  Greece,   University of Athens, Contributor's medal, undated, 
in bronze (44mm) by K.Lange, obverse, large bust of Otho 
left, in uniform, reverse, view of university building (cf. 
Meletopoulos P.15/16).   Two minor verdigris spots, good 
extremely fi ne.   

 $150 

     

 2175* 
  Hungary,   Ludwig II, (1516-1526), but since 1509 King of 
Bohemia, silver medal 29mm, dated 1508, (7.90 grams), 
struck for his coronation, obv. the childlike crowned Ludwig 
II sits on Parade pillow with thick haircut, rev. seven line 
legend, (Fiala, Donebauer 974 variety).   Has been mounted 
on edge, tooling in obverse fi eld,  otherwise good very fi ne 
and very rare.   

 $400 

 Another example from the same obverse die but of a different reverse type 
was in the Peus Sale 381 (November 2, 2004) lot 3758 and realised 2100 
euros. 

     

 2176* 
  Hungary,   Emperor Matthias II (1608-1619), silver cast 
medal, 32mm by M.S. possibly commemorating the 
coronation in 1608, obv. bust of Matthias II to right, rev. 
central arms of Hungary in centre with arms of provinces 
around.   Very fi ne, has been mounted.   

 $80 

 M.S. could be linked to Matthaeus Schaffer who made medals at this time 
late 16th and early 17th century A.D.. 

    

 

 2177* 
  Hungary,   Emperor Joseph as Palatine of Hungary 
(1776-1847), large  silver medal, 52mm by I.D. Boehm, 
commemorating fi fty years 1796-1846 of Government and 
him as Palatine of Hungary, 1846, obv. bust of Joseph to 
left, rev. wreath with details in Hungarian.   Toned, good 
extremely fi ne.   

 $150 

 I.D. Boehm born in 1794 was a medal engraver and Director of the Vienna 
mint for some years. 
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   2178* 
  Hungary,   Josef, Palatine, 1796-1846, fi fty years, 1846, 
in bronze (52mm), obverse, uniformed bust of Josef left, 
reverse, 4-line inscription.   Good very fi ne.    

 $90 

     

 2179* 
  Hungary,   Emperor Franz Joseph I and wife Empress 
Elizabeth (Princess of Bavaria). silver medal, 38mm by C. 
Radnitzky, commemorating the visit and journey to the 
districts of Jazygen and Kumanen, 1857, obv. cojoined busts 
of Franz Joseph I and Empress to right, rev. arms and legend 
in Hungarian.   Good extremely fi ne.   

 $80 

 C (Karl). Radnitzky was a sculptor and medallist 1818-1901. From 1848-
1853 was assistant engraver at the Vienna mint. 

    

 

 2180* 
  Italy,   Naples and Sicily, large silver medal, 42mm by A. 
Widemann, commemorating the marriage of King Ferdinand 
IV king of the two Sicilies with Archduchess Maria Carolina 
of Austria, obv. bust of Caroline, rev. arms and knot joining 
the two houses, April 7, 1768.   Extremely fi ne, scarce.   

 $150 

 Anton Franz Widemann was Chief engraver at the Vienna mint 1769-1778, 
who sometimes signed his name as Wideman. 

    

 

 2181* 
  Italy,   Surrender of Mantoue in bronze (43mm), obverse, 
robed female offering key to the city to a soldier, wreath at 
top, below, "A L'Armee D'Italie / Victorieuse", lightning 
bolts, below, "Loi / Du 24. Pluviose / An 5m.e R".   Nearly 
extremely fi ne.    

 $90 
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 2182* 
  Netherlands,   gold medal, 38mm, 1964, weight 34.  98 grams, 
(900 fi ne), William of Orange commemorative. In case of 
issue.  FDC.   

 $1,300 

   2183 
  Polish medal collection,   includes commemorative for young 
WWII hero Jan Krasicki, in bronze (69mm), obverse, 
Jan Krasicki, reverse "Idea / Walka / Nauka / Praca"; 
commemorative in bronze, roughly square (54mm), obverse, 
Polish soldier, below "Kazimiere / Pulaski", reverse, jet 
aircraft with legend around, "Polski Linie Lotnicze. Lot. 
16.4.1973"; industry commemoratives in bronze (70mm), 
Dymarki, one dated 1972 for the important metallurgical 
furnace, and another dated 1974 for rolling mills, both in 
Gornictiva, Hutnictiva, and both with crossed pick and 
hammer on reverse; another featuring fl ames in bronze 
(69mm), obverse "Sku / Piano / Wa / Ymarki", reverse, 
"XXX / 1944 1974 / PRL"; commemorative for Karol Beyer 
in bronze (59mm), obverse, portrait, "WTN" below, reverse 
inscription relative to Polish numismatics, 1965; Long Service 
Medal for Mining, in silver (35 years); another in bronze (25 
years); medal in antique silver (40mm), obverse, crowned 
eagle, reverse, statue, both within laurel wreath; portrait 
bust of a Polish iconic person, in bronze (99mm) set into a 
circular, free-standing gilt frame.   Extremely fi ne.  (10)  

 $120 

   2184 
  Rhodesia,   tenth anniversary Independence medal, 1975, 
in silver (52mm, 62gms) by Mathews Manufacturing Co.   
FDC.   

 $100 

    

 

 2185* 
  Russia,   commemorative medal for the suppression of 
Hungary and Transylvania, 1849, in bronze (65mm) design 
by Fydor Tolstoy, engraved by Alexander Lyalin, obverse, 
crowned two headed eagle with Russian eagle decorated 
shield and killing a three headed snake, all-seeing eye above, 
reverse, 6-line inscription (Diakov 589.2).   A few minor spots 
of verdigris, extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $300 

     

 2186 *
  Spain,   Siege of Bilbao, 25 December 1836, in bronze 
(41mm) by Leveque, obverse, Queen Isabel II with princess 
holding victory wreath over the port city of Bilbao, reverse, 
inscription.   Rainbow toned, nearly uncirculated.   

 $100 
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   2187 
  Switzerland,   Basel, AE medal 37mm, 1844 by A(ntoine, Jean 
Francis). Bovy (1795-1877), commemorating 500 years of 
Battle of St. Jacob 26 August 1444 after Carton of Hess in 
Basle; another schwyz, copper one rappen 1845, (KM.65); 
jeton of 1622, 29mm, obv.ALLICIT VT PERIMAT, lion and 
bush, rev. VIRTVS PIETAS TVTISSIMA eagle and snake; 
Sweden, AE medal, 33mm, by I.C.H., commemorating, 
Christina, Queen of Sweden, 1640 but struck in 18th century, 
rev.   owl standing on books, probably an issue by Johann 
Christian Hedlinger (1691-1771).   

 $150 

    

 

 2188* 
  Switzerland,   Zurich, silver medal commemorating Zurich 
and its Bailiwicks, City and Canton. 1714, by Hans Jacob 
Gessner (1706-1770), silver medal 52mm, obv. facing 
lions on shield, around RESPVBLICA TIGVRIANA, rev. 
various arms of cantons  around centre inscribed NUMINE/
PROPITIO/ PATRIA FLORET, arms of the 43 bailiwicks, 
(South Kensington Swiss Collection No.3 [p.565-6]).   Nearly 
extremely fi ne, scarce.    

 $150 

 The Gessners are a father and son pair of die-sinkers from Zurich. This an 
issue by the father. 

   2189* 
  U.S.A.,   Washington (Manly) Medal 1790 in bronze (49mm), 
by S. Brooks for J. Manly. First, Obv.(fi rst) an aged uniformed 
bust l., GEO. WASHINGTON BORN VIRGINIA, FEB. 11./ 
1732 below, in relief BROOKS.F. on truncation. Rev. 11-line 
military and civil career outline, J. MANLY & C I790 at base 
(Baker.61B).   Well struck, edge bruise on obverse and minor 
edge nicks, nicely toned, good very fi ne and rare.   

 $800 

 This medal is the fi rst American made Washington piece. It was designed 
by Samuel Brooks and published by Jacques Manly of Philadelphia. The 
aged Washington portrait may have been inspired by Joseph Wright, who 
executed a portrait of Washington from life in 1784.  

   2190 
  Vatican,   Paul IV (Carafa 1476-1559), undated, in cast brass 
(30mm); Leo XII (Genga 1760-1829),undated, in blackened 
brass; Pius IX (Mastai-Ferretti 1792-1878), 1849, in bronze 
(31mm) with suspension ring, Roman Republic declared, 
obverse, Papal arms, reverse, inscription, "Pivs IX Pont.
Max / Romae Restitvtas / Catholicis Armis / Callatis / An. 
MDCCCXLIX."; Leo XIII (Pecci 1810-1903) Sacerdotal 
Jubilee, 1888, in gilt bronze (26mm) with suspension ring.   
First two medals are later issues, very fi ne.  (4)   

 $100 
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 2191* 
  Vatican,   Hadrian VI (Florent 1522-1523), coronation 
commemorative in bronze (41mm) (Spink 451) , obverse, 
Hadrian, reverse, coronation scene, a later copy.   Extremely 
fi ne.    

 $100 

     

 2192* 
  Vatican,   Urban VIII (Barberini 1623-1644), undated, in 
bronze (39mm), obverse, bust of Pope Urbanus VIII right, 
reverse, view of the fort Urbano, St Peter above (Spink 973).   
Good fi ne.    

 $100 

   2193  
  Vatican,   Pius IX (Master-Feretti 1846-1878), Ecumenical 
Council held in Rome 1869-1870, in bronze (36mm).   Traces 
of mint red, good extremely fi ne.   

 $100 

     

 2194* 
  Vatican,   Archbishop Alexander De Rudna, principal adviser, 
inaugurated 26 May 1870, in silver (29mm) by I.Lang.T., 
obverse, bust of Rudna right, reverse, 14-line inscription, 
1872.   Extremely fi ne.   

 $100 

    

 

 2195* 
  Vatican,   Leo XIII (Pecci 1878-1903), 25th Papal Year, 
undated (1903) in silver (42mm) by Bianchi.   Minor edge 
nick, nicely toned, extremely fi ne.    

 $100 

   2196 
  World jetons and medalets,   including issues of Germany, 
Prussia, Fredrich Wilhelm III, 24mm, c.1817-1824, rev. 
Justice standing with pyramidal furnace (Mitchiner 2014); 
another brass 20mm rev. star (cf.Mitchiner 2022); Alexander 
of Russia, silvered copper AE 24, c.1817-1824, rev. crossed 
cornucopiae in front of tree (cf.Mitchiner 1987); another c. 
1852-1870, by Lauer, 20mm, rev. Diana huntress with two 
hounds chasing deer (Mitchiner 2049); Germany, brass AE 
21 by Mathaus Lauffer, Nurnberg dated 1619, (Mitchiner 
1696); others gilt 21mm and copper 21mm, Karlsruhe, War 
of 1870-1; another by I.C.Reich of 1770, 24mm copper in 
name of Rupert of Salzburg, obv. heart with crossed sword 
and crozier, rev. bishop seated (Mitchiner 2180 [p.598]); 
others (2) silvered 24mm, obv. Cupid receiving wreath from 
Minerva, rev. INVITAT/ PRETI IS/ANIMOS in wreath, 
(Mitchiner -); another 25mm, silvered, of same series obv. 
Minerva standing, rev. planting in fi eld; Portugal, Joseph I, 
electrotype of incuse version of medal 34mm, rev. standing 
fi gure; another uncertain counter or jeton, obv. cross with 
crescents in angles, rev. cross in centre of two circles 12mm; 
Arab world medal in aluminium holed 36mm.   Very fi ne 
- uncirculated.  (14)  

 $120 

   2197 
  Assorted lapel badges and pins,   including Melbourne 
Olympics, 1956, Japanese delegation (23mm x 20mm), 
Romania, CCCP, USA, Great Britain, China, Vienna, 
Germany DDR, USSR, Qantas.   Very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  
(29)  

 $170 

   2198 
  The Worlds Great Historic Seals,   re-created in sterling silver, 
including the Royal Seal of King John; France, Louis XIV; 
Napolean Bonaparte; Germany, Kaiser Wilhelm II; U.S.A., 
Abraham Lincoln, by the Franklin Mint.   Uncirculated.  
(50)  

 $500 


